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ABOUT US
Austin Logistics is a certified MBE
and DBE and proven supplier of
innovative office supplies to
government entities, local businesses,
and startups. We source, procure,
deliver and offer total financing on a
wide range of office supplies, office
equipment, and furniture Austin
Logistics also provides large-scale
logistics and operations support
through a partnership with other global
logistics leaders. We con- next
government organizations with
manufacturers
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PRODUCTS
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Pens and pencils, plus erasers
Highlighters
Permanent markers (thick and thin, black)
Scissors
Paper clips (plus holder)
Binder clips (various sizes)
Stapler, plus staples
Tape dispenser, plus extra rolls of tape
Glue sticks
Rubberbands
Pencil sharpener
3 hole punch
Calculator
In/Outbox for paperwork
Desk drawer organizer to keep all these little supplies separated and organized
Paper & Stationery Supplies
Envelopes
Return address labels
Stationery/thank you notes
Stamps
Sticky notes
Notepads
Printer paper
Printer ink/toner/cartridges
Supplies for mailing packages
organize your home’s filing system challenge
Filing Supplies
File cabinet or file box
Manila file folders
Hanging file folders, plus tabs
Pocket or accordion file folders
File labels
3 ring binders
Index dividers

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Calendar & Planning Supplies
Calendar
Planner
Whiteboard or bulletin board
Printer
Wireless router
Power strip/surge protector
External hard drive (or another backup system for digital files)
Flash drive or another portable digital storage device
Paper shredder
Scanner
Label maker
Computers
Printers

ART, CREATIVE PLAY & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
3M .5 LB. COMMAND
CLEAR
FEATURES

ADHESIVES & GLUE

ELMER’S MULTIPURPOSE
GLUE-ALL
FEATURES

“Forget about nails, screws and
tacks. Command Clear Mini Hooks
offer a fast, easy way to hang and
hold a surprising amount of weight.
Command Adhesive sticks to many
surfaces, including paint, wood, tile and
more, yet comes off leaving no

“Multipurpose glue offers 30 percent
stronger than the original formu - lation.
Versatile, acid-free Glue-All adds a strong,
durable bond on most materials like
ceramics, wood, leath - er, and cardboard.
Nontoxic glue
dries fast and clear.

TOMBOW MONO
PERMANENT ADHESIVE
APPLICATOR

DUCK BRAND POSTER
PUTTY

FEATURES
“Mono Adhesive Applicator
dispenses permanent adhesive
that bonds instantly, cleanly and
wrinkle-free. It is safe to use on paper,
photos, photos, cardstock and more. It
is great for scrap

BOSTITCH STANLEY
DUAL MELT GLUE GUN
FEATURES

“Dual Melt Glue Gun offers hightempera - ture and low-temperature
gluing with a onetouch switch, fast
warm-up and a bond time of 60
seconds. Built-in stand allows easy ac
- cessibility and convenience during
use, or folds in for compact storage.
Trigger-feed mechanism delivers
precise control over hot glue. Glue gun
uses standard dual-tem - perature glue
for Low or High settings, and hot-melt
glue sticks for High setting. It uses
Stanley Dual Temperature 4”” Glue
Sticks (GS20DT) and Stanley Dual
Temperature
10”” Glue Sticks (GS25DT).”

FEATURES
“All-temperature, clear glue sticks
are perfect for everyday gluing
projects. Versatile design can be
used in lowheat, high-heat and dualtemperature glue guns. The standard
glue sticks are easy to install. Each
measures 10”” long x 7/16”” diameter.”

“FPC CORP SUREBONDER
10”” ALL PURPOSE GLUE
FEATURES
“Poster Putty offers a temporary, reusable
alternative to nails, screws, staples and
glue. Designed for removability, the putty
won’t damage your walls and removes
cleanly from a variety of surfaces. Poster
putty is great for around the house or
apartment, dorm rooms, classrooms and
even the office - wherever you don’t want
to leave a mark while showing off your
style and personality. Use to hang
up photos, notes, posters or decora -
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ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES
3M RESTICKABLE CLEAR
MOUNTING TABS
FEATURES
“Scotch Restickable Dots
have an adhesive that is clear,
removable and reusable. Use
for mounting photos, posters,
artwork or papers on walls,
office cabinets, refrigerators,
windows and more. Dots are

3M SCOTCH SPRAY
MOUNT CLEAR ADHESIVE
FEATURES
“Spray Mount is a reposi
-tionable spray adhesive and
excellent for layouts, posters,
presentations, graphic designs
and more. It bonds most ace
-tate, foils, fabrics, light tissues
and newsprint. Convenient and
versatile, the light spray allows

3M SCOTCH QUICKDRYING TACKY GLUE
FEATURES
“Scotch Quick-drying Tacky
Glue offers an ideal way to
bond papers, foam core, poster
board, cardstock and card
-board at home or the office.
Glue is also effective on metal,
ceramics and leather. Glue
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3M PHOTO MOUNT SPRAY
ADHESIVE
FEATURES
“Scotch Photo Mount Spray Adhe
- sive is a strong, clear profession
- al-grade adhesive developed espe
- cially for mounting photos quickly,
easily and permanently. It is a clear,
pH neutral, nonyellowing adhesive
that allows 3 minutes of open time
before bonding so you have time

ELMER’S NO-WRINKLE
ACID-FREE RUBBER
CEMENT
FEATURES
“Rubber cement provides an easy
solution for adhering photos and
detailed, cut-and-paste projects. The
ability to reposition work makes it
ideal for projects that require accurate
placement. Excess glue rubs off cleanly
and does not wrinkle paper as it dries.
Rubber cement is acid-free and photo-

ELMER’S HOME/OFFICE
BRUSH KRAZY GLUE
FEATURES
“Krazy Glue FEATURES a brush-on
applicator for excellent surface cover
-age and hard-to-reach places. Krazy
Glue Color Change formula dries
clean, but goes on purple to make it
easy to see where the instant glue has
been applied. Glue delivers an instant
bond that stays strong on wood, metal,
ceramic, rubber, vinyl, leather and
plastic.”

CRAYOLA CRAYONS
FEATURES

CRAYOLA BROAD TIP
CLASSIC MARKERS
FEATURES

Crayons are a must-have art
supply for your tiny artist.
These simple creative tools
have the impressive ability to
unleash countless hours of
self-expression and imaginative play.
Tuck box includes
collection of vibrant nontoxic

“Markers offer water-soluble, water-based
ink that may not wash out of
clothing. Broad tips are
great for filling in. 12-color
set includes

BIC CHISEL TIP DRY
ERASE MAGIC MARKERS

BIC CHISEL TIP DRY
ERASE MAGIC MARKERS

FEATURES
“Dry-erase markers deliver low
odor and bold writing in one
marker. Use chisel tip made of
acrylic fiber for broad lines or
fine underlining. Marks erase
easily and provide smooth,
consistent ink flow. Visible ink
supply lets you monitor level of

HANDY ART 16 OZ.
L.MASTERS WASHABLE
TEMPERA PAINT
FEATURES
“Washable tempera paint is a
fine-quality, economical choice
for the younger artist. Opaque
colors are blendable and won’t
chip, flake or crack when
dry. Water-based, gluten-free
formula washes out of most
fabrics with just soap and

FEATURES
“Designed for educational
use, these watercolors deliver
vibrant color for classroom
creations. Oval pans hold
the semi-moist paints. White
lid of the plastic case offers a
convenient area to mix colors
before applying them with the

“CHENILLE KRAFT 1/2””
TEMPERA BRUSH SET”
FEATURES
“Tempera Brush Set offers
tools for your painting easel.
Each of the 1/2”” wide brushes
pure black bristles made of hog
hair, a long natural-colored
wood handle and seamless
aluminum ferrule.”
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CRAYOLA 12 COLOR
PENCILS
FEATURES
“Short pencils with thick
3.3mm cores provide hours of
break-free drawing. Each pencil delivers
smooth, nonscratch
color. Smooth colors are
perfect for color mixing and
blending. Pre-sharpened points
stay sharp and resharpen

BUS. SOURCE NOISELESS
CHALKBOARD ERASER
FEATURES

“Signage easel a chalkboard
surface that erases cleanly for
a quick, simple way to update
your announcements, sales,
specials, menus and more.
Foldable construction sits flat
for fast, space-saving storage.
Plus, its hardwood construc

CARSON GRADES 1-3
ADDITION 0-12 FLASH
CARDS SET
FEATURES
“Flash cards are an excellent
way to introduce new skills,
reinforce memorization and
support good study habits.
Double-sided cards feature
rounded corners for easy sorting. Card
set is designed for
children ages 6 and up.”

TREND STAR RAINBOW
DESK TOPPERS NAME
PLATES

STOREX IND. CLASSROOM
CADDY

“Brighten your classroom with
versatile nameplates that make
each child feel important. They
are great for labeling everything from
lockers to storage
units, or creating reminders,
announcements and schedules.
The space for the child’s name
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FEATURES

“Get your chalkboard clean
with this easy-to-hold, all-sewn
chalkboard eraser. It is made
of top-quality felt for effective
erasing. Eraser is both noiseless
and dustless.”

FEATURES
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FLIPSIDE PROD. STAINED
BLACK CHALKBOARD
EASEL

FEATURES
“Prepare and organize craft
projects ahead of time with
these art caddies. Or you can
organize essential supplies for
grab-and-go usage. Each caddy
a comfort-grip handle; one
large compartment and two
small compartments. They are

CHARLES LEONARD
BALL BEARING SAFETY
COMPASS
FEATURES

ELMER’S X-ACTO SELFHEALING CUTTING MATS
FEATURES

“Safety compass with a golf
pencil a ball-bearing control
that creates accurate circles up
to 12”” in diameter. Compass
easily adjusts for quick use.
Design a safety point, positive
pencil lock and a shortened
point. Compass includes a pen
-

“Heavy-duty, three-ply
Self-healing Cutting Mat a spe
-cial surface and core that work
together to minimize effects of
cutting with sharp blades. The
1”” grid pattern with 90 degree,
45 degree and 30 degree angu
-lar guides ensures an accurate

PACON FADELESS
PRIMARY COL- ORS
BULLETIN ART PAPER

PACON CONSTRUCTION
PAPER

FEATURES
“Let Fadeless Designs Paper
spark your imagination. This
premier, ultra fade-resistant,
bulletin board paper in a
classic neutral assortment is
perfect for stylish, fashionable
classrooms with many ontrend designs
to help teachers

TREND STAR RAINBOW
DESK TOPPERS NAME
PLATES
FEATURES
Pencil cap eraser FEATURES a
wedge-shaped design. La
- tex-free eraser fits all standard
pencils.

FEATURES
“Lightweight Construction Pa
-per is perfect for beginner arts
and crafts projects. Create fun
projects and practice cutting,
pasting and folding. Assorted
colors include Scarlet, Orange,
Brown, Pink, Blue, Sky Blue,
Green, Yellow, Charcoal and

STOREX IND CLASSROOM
CADDY
FEATURES
Latex-free pencil eraser is soft
and pliable for correcting pen
- cil mistakes. Eraser has beveled
ends for accurate erasing.
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BOSTITCH BATTERY
PENCIL SHARPENER
FEATURES
“Powerful, battery-powered pencil
sharpener offers a space-saving design
and is ready wherever you are. Cutter
life is four times longer than standard
cutters with HHC technology. The
powerful motor operates stall-free
under normal use. Tip Saver
Technology extends pencil life by
preventing oversharpening. Safety
switch prevents op
- eration when the easy-to-clean,
translucent shavings tray is removed.
Sharpener runs on four AA batteries
(sold separately) for wire
-less operation or convenient
portability.”

“ACME WESTCOTT 12””
MAGNIFY- ING RULER” F
FEATURES

MEAD DERWENT
ACADEMYTRANSLUCENT
PAPER PAD
FEATURES
Tracing paper a highly transparent
design for easy high-definition
tracing. Archival-quality material
is lignin-free and fade-resistant
to keep your work looking great
for years to come. Acid-free paper
prevents it from yellowing over
time to maintain its high-quality
appearance. Tapebound pages
allow you to cleanly remove pages
when needed.

C-LINE CONNECTOR
SCHOOL-TOHOME
2-POCKET FOLDER

AVERY BINDER SPINE
INSERTS

“Make the connection between
school and home stronger
with this school-to-home,
two-pocket folder. The interior
pockets are imprinted with
‘Home’ and ‘School’ desig
-nations, in both English and
Spanish, to accommodate

10

Manual pencil sharpener is a traditionally
styled sharpener that mounts easily onto
horizontal or vertical surfaces. Single-entry
slot accommodates most standard-size
pencils. Heavy-duty sharpener can stand
up to the toughest conditions and frequent
sharpening. Design FEATURES X-Acto
dual hardened helical cutters; die-cast
metal base; and steel shavings receptacle.
Mount to wall or desk with
included screws.

“For easy reading, this magnify
-ing ruler 2X magnification in the
raised clear middle so it is ideal
for spreadsheets and analyzing
data. The wide magnifying area is
great for proofing text. Along the
parallel edges, the ruler is scaled
in both inches (1/16””) and metric
(centimeter) graduations.”

FEATURES
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ELMER’S MODEL L
STANDARD PENCIL
SHARPENER
FEATURES

FEATURES
Customize binder spines with
professional-looking spine inserts.
Microperforated cardstock allows
easy separation of each spine. Firm
cardstock makes it easier to insert
each spine into a binder. Spine in
-serts work best with Avery Binders
featuring Avery Easy Insert spines.

BINDERS & BUSINESS CASES
AVERY CORNER LOCK
THREE POCKET BINDER
POCKETS
FEATURES

ACCO/WILSON JONES
GOLD LINE INSERTABLE
DIVIDERS
FEATURES

“Binder pockets feature three pockets
and a Corner Lock tab design that
secures documents. Three durable,
translucent pockets keep your binders
neatly organized. Ideal for long-term
storage, the nonstick polypropylene
material is acid-free and won’t lift
print. Each pocket holds up to 20
insert sheets. They are three-hole
punched to fit in standard three-ring
binders.”

“Individually insert titles into the tabs
on these premium, letter-size dividers
to quickly identify your documents.
Double-reinforced binding edge
provides lasting durability. White
paper dividers with insertable tabs are
pre-punched and easy to use. Tabs are
clear so custom, inserted titles are easy
to read.

ACCO/WILSON JONES
HANGING VINYL BINDER

“AVERY 1”” DURABLE
VIEW BINDER”

FEATURES
“Customize policy and procedures
manuals, reference
materials, frequently used documents
or reports, and store
them away in any file drawer
with this hanging binder.
Designed to store large reports
easily, this vinyl binder FEA

“KANTEK 7””-10””
TABLET
FEATURES
“Tablet stand for Apple iPad provides
easy, hands-free access to your tablet.
Rotate, angle and swivel your tablet
for optimum viewing in landscape
of portrait position. Weighted swivel
base provides excellent support. Easily
attach and remove your tablet. Tablet
stand is designed for 7”” to 10”” tablets.
Stand is made from durable, ABS
plastic

FEATURES
“Keep lecture notes, procedures and
homework assignments organized with
these Durable View Binders. Sturdy
construction is ideal for frequent
referencing. DuraHinge
design is stronger, lasts longer
and resists tearing. DuraEdge

KENSINGTON SIMPLY
PORTABLE
FEATURES
Portable sleeve secures and protects your
notebook computer during travel.
Polyester exterior is tough enough to
move through the day with you. Padded
notebook compartment ensures your
notebook does not get scratched or
damaged. Exterior pockets on the front
and back provide plenty of room for
additional accessories. Padded
shoulder strap can be removed to allow
you to carry the case by the handles for
shorter trips.
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“TARGUS 16”” CHECKPNT
FRIENDLY AIR TRAVELER
BACKPA
FEATURES

“Rolling Polyvinyl Laptop
Catalog Case offers a padded
pocket to keep most 16””
laptops safe. Front compartment zips
down and FEATURES
an organizer with fan file, disk
pockets, business/credit card
slots, and pen loops. Case

“KENSINGTON SP30
CLAMSHELL 15.6””
LAPTOP CASE”

REDIFORM
LABORATORY
RESEARCH NOTEBOOKS
FEATURES

“Notebook computer case
conveniently stores your
notebook while providing
additional storage space for
all of your important items.
Padded compartment protects
your notebook from bumps
and scratches while you travel.

“Laboratory Research Notebook
FEATURES 100 numbered,
duplicate sets with both sheets
ruled with four squares per
inch on the front of the page
and plain on back. First sheet is
bound. Duplicate is microperforated for
easy removal. Note

REDIFORM FILOFAX
ENITAB360 UNIVERSAL
TABLET HOLDER

ANGLER’S 3-RING
BUSINESS CARD BINDER

FEATURES
“Enjoy hands-free viewing of
your tablet with this Filofax
eniTab360 Universal Tablet
Holder. Patented design uses
micro-suction technology to
securely grip to your tablet.
The 360-degree smooth rotations let
you to stand your device at multiple
viewing angles
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FEATURES

“Backpack holds laptops with
up to 16”” screens and splits
down the middle, isolating the
laptop on one side to allow
clear x-ray scanning. Checkpointfriendly air traveler is
lightweight and includes a
leather-wrapped carry handle,

FEATURES
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US LUGGAGE ROLLING
POLYVINYL LAPTOP
CATALOG CASE

FEATURES
“Ring binder includes five
poly tabbed pages for business
cards. Each page holds 20
cards front and back. Binder
will hold up to 50 pages (1,000
cards).”

“AT-A-GLANCE
SIGNATURE 5””X8””
WKLY/MTHLY PLANNER”
FEATURES

MEAD ACTION PLANNER
BUSINESS NOTEBOOK
FEATURES

“Part of the At-A-Glance Signature
Collection, this stylish planner
FEATURES a high-quality cover for
a polished look. High-quality paper
FEATURES superior ink bleedresistance. Planning pages range 13
months from January to January. They
include weekly and monthly spreads to
help you keep track of tasks and events
all year long. Two-page-per-week
spreads include ruled daily entries and
extra

“Stay organized with this action
planner notebook. Action planner
format provides ample space for to-do
lists, project planning, task follow-up
and more. Stylish twin-wire bound
notebook FEATURES a stiff, durable
cover and a clear double-sided pocket.
Notebook also offers a spine guard,
pen loop and bungee, ruled sheets with
side perforation and premium covers
with twin-wire binding.”

“DOOLITTLE BAR HARBOR
17”” WALL CALENDAR”

AT-A-GLANCE FLIP-AWEEK STORAGE BASE
DESK CALENDAR

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Wall calendar offers neat
monthly planning for your
office. Planning pages range
12 months from January to
December and are printed
in wedgwood blue and gray.
One-page-per-month format
includes ruled daily blocks (1-

“Flip-A-Week Desk Calendar
with base helps keep track of
appointments and organize
weekly schedules. Calendar
displays an entire week at a
time. Dated planning pages
range 12 months from January to
December. Pages flip

AT-A-GLANCE
RECYCLED REFILLABLE
CLASSIC DESK PAD

AT-A-GLANCE LARGE
TELEPHONE/
ADDRESS BOOK

FEATURES
“Refillable desk calendar
offers a classic black-andwhite design
and ruled areas
for detailed, neat planning.
Dated planning pages range
12 months from January to
December. One-page-permonth format
includes ruled

FEATURES
“Handy telephone/address
book organizes your contact
information easily with plenty
of room and detailed entries.
Each of the 800 contact blocks
includes ruled areas for name,
address, home number and
work number. Another line can
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HOLMES HAOF87 LIL
BLIZZARD OSCILLATING
TABLE FAN
FEATURES

“Ceramic Tower Heater an
adjustable thermostat with
safety overheat protection to
warm a room that measures up
to 100 square feet. Two settings
are 1000 watts and 1500 watts.
Design also includes a recessed
carry handle, power indicator

KIDDE FIRE PRO 2.6
FIRE EXTINGUISHER

GENUINE JOE 14-GALLON
RECYCLIN BIN
FEATURES

“PRO 2.6 fire extinguisher is
rechargeable. Designed to meet
most commercial and industrial
specifications. Contains
2.6 lb. of extinguisher agent.
Fire extinguisher has a tough
impact-resistant metal valve,
handle and lever. UL Rated

14-gallon recycling bin the
universal recycling logo to help
others quickly identify the bin
and prevent the disposal of
improper items. Its durable yet
lightweight design allows easy
transportation. Drain holes in
the base prevent the accumu

CLOROX DUAL
DEFENSE DRAWSTRING
LARGE TRASH BAGS

GENUINE JOE FIRESAFE 3-GALLON
ASHTRAY RECEPTACLE

FEATURES
“Glad Dual Defense Drawstring Large
Trash Bags can
handle big trash loads with
ease. These large garbage
bags have a special dual-layer
construction for double-bag
protection. Made with the
unique diamond texture of
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FEATURES

“Oscillating table fan a specially
designed motor and
blade combination to propel
powerful airflow and generate
cooling comfort. Two speed
settings and adjustable tilt head
let you direct airflow more
precisely to provide maxi

FEATURES
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“LORELL 17”” CERAMIC
TOWER HEATER “

FEATURES
“Ashtray receptacle offers easy
disposal of cigarettes and trash
at one location. Slim, efficient
design is ideal for smaller
traffic areas. Removable lid
allows easy disposal of ashtray
contents and full access to the
trash can. Receptacle includes

COMPUTERS, PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES
EPSON FX-2190II
WIDE FORMAT IMPACT
PRINTER
FEATURES

BROTHER LC103 3PK
HIGHYIELD INK CARTRIDGES
FEATURES

“Wide-format impact printer offers the
durability and
productivity needed for your
critical daily print requirements. Its upto-12-millioncharacter-ribbon cartridge
offers a low cost per page
and reduces the frequency of

“High-yield ink cartridges are
designed for use with Brother
DCP-J152W, MFC-J245, MFCJ285DW,
MFC-J4310DW,
MFC-J4410DW, MFCJ450DW, MFCJ4510DW,
MFC-J4610DW, MFCJ470DW, MFCJ4710DW,

BROTHER LC101 INK
CARTRIDGE

HP 11 PRINTHEAD

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Innobella ink cartridge is
designed for use with Brother DCPJ152W, MFC-J245,
MFC-J285DW, MFC-J450DW,
MFC-J470DW, MFC-J475DW,
MFC-J650DW, MFC-J870DW
and MFC-J875DW. Innobella
ink technology delivers print

“HP 11 Printhead is designed
for use with HP Officejet Printers K850,
K850dn, 9110, 9120,
9130; Business Inkjet Printers
1000, 1100d, 1100dtn, 1200d,
1200dn, 1200dtn, 1200dtwn,
cp1700, cp1700d, cp1700ps,
2200, 2200se, 2200xi, 2230

HP 91 PRINTHEAD
CARTRIDGE

HP
CH645A/46A/47A/48A
761 PRINTHEADS

FEATURES
“Printhead cartridge is designed for use
in HP Designjet
Z6100 Photo and Z6100ps
to deliver quality printing.
Fade-resistant color provides
superior results and true-to-life
images that last long for generations.
The innovative design

FEATURES
“HP 761 printhead is designed
for use with HP Designjet
T7100 Monochrome Printers.
With Original HP printheads,
you get a unique combination
of quality and versatility. Produce
consistently crisp, clear,
accurate lines and vivid color
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CANON MAXIFY IB4120
WIRELESS SMALL OFFICE
PRINTER
FEATURES

“This portable, all-in-one
printer with a 2.65”” color
touch screen fits in your car,
backpack and more for conve
-nient use virtually anywhere.
Quickly print, copy and scan
multipage documents handsfree with the
10-page automat-

BROTHER DR110CL
COLOR LASER DRUM

HP CB385A/386A/387A
IMAGE DRUMS
FEATURES

“Color laser drum replace
- ment is designed for use with
Brother DCP-9040CN, DCP9045CDN,
HL-4040CDN, HL4040CN, HL4070CDW, MFC9440CN, MFC9450CDN and
MFC-9840CDW. It is part of
a complete intelligent printing

“Image drum is designed for
use with Hewlett-Packard
Color LaserJet CP6015dn, CP
-6015de, CP6015x, CP6015xh,
CM6030 MFP, CM6040 and
CM6040f MFP. Enhanced
ColorSphere toner achieves
consistent, high gloss to

HP C9152A 110-VOLT
MAIN-TENANCE KIT

LEXMARK CX820
RET. PROG. BLACK
DEVELOPER/PCUNIT

FEATURES
“110-volt maintenance kit
ensures your Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet 9000, 9040 and 9050
Series printer remains in work
-ing condition and continues
providing the highest print
quality possible. Kit includes
user-replaceable parts that
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FEATURES

“Tailored to the small office
printing needs of up to nine
users, this wireless printer
with a full-dot LCD is fast and
smart so you can focus on
growing your business. With
Quick First Print, you’re ready
to print in as little as 6 sec-

FEATURES
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HP OFFICEJET 250 MOBILE

FEATURES
“Return Program Developer
and Photoconductor Unit are
designed to work best with
Unison toner that consistently
delivers outstanding image
quality, ensures long-life sys
-tem reliability and promotes
superior sustainability - all in

BROTHER HL-L2300D
MONO-CHROME LASER
PRINTER
FEATURES
“This desk-friendly, com
-pact laser printer is perfect
for your home office. Printer
FEATURES a 250-sheet input
tray and prints black/white
documents at up to 27 pages
per minute. Hi-speed USB 2.0
connection lets you quickly
connect the printer to your

HP COLOR LASERJET
ENTERPRISE M652N
PRINTER
FEATURES
“Color LaserJet printer with
a 2.7”” LCD combines excep
-tional performance and energy
efficiency with profession
-al-quality documents, all while
protecting your network with
top of the line security. With
HP Sure Start, this printer

HP 91 PRINTHEAD
CARTRIDGE
FEATURES
“The three-in-one, image
-Class MF244dw laser printer
offers high-quality output,
feature-rich capabilities and
reliability that is ideal for any
small office or home office
environment. It generates 28
black/white pages per minute

BROTHER HL-L2350DW
COMPACT LASER PRINTER
FEATURES
“Compact laser printer delivers
class-leading print speeds of up
to 36 pages per minute to help
you efficiently get through any
task. 250-sheet paper capacity
helps improve your efficiency
with fewer refills and accepts
both letter-size and legal-size
paper. Manual-feed slot offers

LEXMARK MS421DN
MONO-CHROME LASER
PRINTER
FEATURES
“Strike the perfect balance of
performance and affordability
with this monochrome laser
printer. Its innovative font out
-lining technology makes even
the smallest gray text crisp and
clear. Versatile media handling
lets you print what you want in

CANON IMAGECLASS MF
-731CDW3-IN-1 LASER
PRINTER
FEATURES
“Multifunction, wireless,
duplex laser printer offers
dynamic capabilities in a
reliable machine that’s perfect
for any office environment.
Customizable, 5”” color touch
LCD allows you to intuitively
navigate through the menu
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BROTHER LC105 INK
CARTRIDGE
FEATURES

“Toner cartridge is designed
for use with Brother DCP9040CN, DCP9045CDN,
HL-4040CDN, HL-4040CN,
HL-4070CDW, MFC-9440CN,
MFC-9450CDN and MFC9840CDW. All
genuine Brother
printer supplies are designed

BROTHER TN223/227
TONER CARTRIDGE

BROTHER TN310
TONER CARTRIDGE
FEATURES

“Toner cartridge delivers crisp,
professional laser output you
can rely on. It is intelligently
engineered as part of a com
-plete printing system to work
seamlessly with your Brother
printer. Use with Brother print
-ers and all-in-one models HL

“Toner cartridge is designed for
use with Brother HL-4150CDN,
HL-4570CDW, HL-4570CDWT,
MFC-9460CDN, MFC-9560CDW
and MFC-9970CDW. All genuine
Brother printer supplies are designed
as part of an entire printing system to
provide a superior degree of quality.
Genuine Brother toner is delicately
balanced to provide even flow and

HP 972A PAGEWIDE
CAR
-TRIDGE

HP 981Y PAGEWIDE
PRINTER CARTRIDGE

FEATURES
“Count on Original HP Page
-Wide cartridges for printing
professional-quality color
documents. Get consistent
quality from this cartridge
designed for the HP Page
-Wide Enterprise Pro 452dn,
452dw, 477dn Multifunction,
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FEATURES

“Super high-yield ink car
-tridge is designed for use with
Brother MFC-J4310DW, MFCJ4410DW,
MFC-J4510DW,
MFC-J4610DW and MFCJ4710DW.
Innobella ink technology delivers print
longevity, richer colors and sharper
imag-

FEATURES

Page

BROTHER TN110 TONER
CARTRIDGE

FEATURES
“Count on Original HP Page
-Wide cartridges for printing
professional-quality color doc
-uments. Get consistent quality
from this extra high-yield car
-tridge designed for HP Page
-Wide Enterprise Color 556dn,
Color 556xh, Color Flow MFP

WORK WELL TECH.
UACCEPT MB2000 CLOUD
POS SYSTEM
FEATURES

BROTHER ADS-1250W
WIRELESS DESKTOP
SCANNER
FEATURES

“The uAccept MB2000 Cloud
Connected Point of Sale
System is designed for retail
and quick-service restaurant
businesses. With no expensive
setup fees or software to down
-load, it offers enterprise-class
functionality such as payment

“Wireless desktop scanner FEATURES
a 20-page automatic document feed
-er to quickly scan single-sided and
double-sided materials up to 25 pag
-es per minute in a single pass over
Wi-Fi or through a local USB con
-nection. It can be powered through
a USB 3.0 connection to your laptop

BROTHER DS620
COMPACT MOBILE
COLOR PAGE SCANNER

HP SCANJET PRO 3500
F1 FLATBED SCANNER

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Mobile scanner easily scans
documents, photos, ID cards
and more so it’s ideal for the
desktop or on the go. Scan
8-1/2”” x 32”” documents to
plastic cards at up to 8 pages
per minute in color or black/
white. High-precision scanning

“Get reliable, high-speed scan
-ning for your complex proj
-ects with this flatbed scanner.
Two-sided scanning captures
both sides of papers at once for
fast scans at up to 25 pages per
minute/50 images per minute.
Capture every page easily, even

HP SCANJET
ENTERPRIZE FLOW
7000 S3 SCANNER

EPSON DS-530 COLOR
DU-PLEX DOCUMENT
SCANNER

FEATURES
“Give your office high-vol
-ume scanning performance
with this sheet-feed scanner.
Capture entire documents with
one-pass duplex scanning up to
150 ipm black-and-white and
color. HP EveryPage allows
you to capture a wide range of

FEATURES
“This efficient color duplex
scanner with a 600 dpi is the
intelligent choice for busi
-ness document management.
Featuring speeds up to 35
pages per minute/70 images
per minute, this powerful
performer includes TWAIN

Page
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VERBATIM 256GB
PREMIUM MI-CROSDXC
MEMORY CARD
FEATURES

“Capture more than the mo
-ment - capture the experience
with Pro 600X SDHC UHS-I
Class 10 Memory Card. The
UHS-I U3 performance capa
-bilities and a V30 video speed
class let serious enthusiasts
record strikingly detailed 4K

VERBATIM PREMIUM
CLASS SDXC MEMORY
CARD
FEATURES

CHERRY AMER. CHERRY
DW 3000 KEYBOARD W/
MOUSE
FEATURES

“Photography enthusiasts look
-ing for quality performance
will find it with this Premium
SDXC Memory Card. Shoot
events in full 1080p HD video
or burst photography using
your point-and-shoot or midrange
camera. The UHS-I

“Wireless keyboard FEATURES
quiet, wear-resistant keys to
prevent the keys from fading
through extended use. Four
hot keys allow you to quickly
access your calculator, e-mail,
browser and sleep mode.
Plug-and-play technology

LOGITECH MK710
WIRELESS
DESKTOP COMBO

VERBATIM SILENT
WIRELESS MOUSE/
KEYBOARD

FEATURES
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FEATURES

“Increase your storage space
without sacrificing perfor
-mance with Premium microS
-DXC Memory Card (UHS-I
V10 U1 Class 10). It offers a
UHS-I interface and a U1 class
speed rating for shooting full
1080p HD videos and richly

“Wireless keyboard and
mouse set FEATURES threeyear battery
life and a tiny
unifying, wireless receiver that
stays in your laptop and lets
you add devices as you need
them. Low-profile keyboard
FEATURES Incurve keys and a
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VERBATIM PRO 600X SDHC
UHS-1MEMORY CARD

FEATURES
“Using Silent Technology,
silent click switches and rubber
covers, the Silent Wireless
Mouse and Keyboard are truly
silent. Plug-and-forget nano
receiver connects mouse and
keyboard to your computer.
This included nano receiver is

KENSINGTON PRO
FIT MEDIA WIRELESS
DESKTOP SET
FEATURES

“Pro Fit Wireless Media
Desktop Set offers a fullsize keyboard
for increased productivity and comfort.
An adjustable-height keyboard
provides improved typing
and a right-handed, midsize mouse
offers ergonomic

CHERRY AMER.
MC 1000 CORD-ED
OPTICAL MOUSE
FEATURES
“Three-button, wired mouse FEA
-TURES a high-resolution optical
sensor with a 1,200 dpi resolu
-tion for absolutely precise cursor
movements. Symmetrical design fits
comfortably in either hand for en
-joyable use by either left-handed or
right-handed users. Vertical scroll

VERBATIM CLASSIC
32GB USB
FEATURES
“Classic USB drive allows
simple transport and sharing
of files so you can capture your
data in one small, convenient
location and carry that infor
-mation with you throughout
the day. Retractable housing
protects the USB connectors

CHERRY AMER. MW 3000
WIRELESS MOUSE
FEATURES

“Five-button, wireless mouse FEATURES
2.4 GHz wireless technology to provide
an interference-free connection for up to
16’. Compact nano receiver can be left in
your laptop permanently or can be stored
inside the mouse. Ergonomic design fits
comfortably in your right hand to help
reduce fatigue and prevent strain. Vertical

LOGITECH IPAD AIR
2 PROTECTIVE CASE
WITH KEYBOARD
FEATURES

“Protective case with integrated keyboard
for iPad Air 2 (sold separately) maintains
the sleek style of your iPad while creating
the feel of a laptop. Unique layout and
iOS shortcuts provide a familiar, fast and
accurate typing experience. Efficient design
prevents your iPad from bouncing or
tipping when you tap. Rechargeable battery
provides up to three months of use on a
single charge. Bluetooth technology eliminates the need for wires for simple use.
Auto-wake/ auto-sleep technology wakes
your iPad when you open the cover and
puts it to sleep when you close it. Typing
mode sets the perfect viewing angle for both
typing and screen interaction. Incredibly thin
construction is lightweight while protecting
against bumps, scratches and spills.

VERBATIM 1TB TITAN
XS USB 3.0 HARD
DRIVE
FEATURES
“Extra-small and lightweight, rugged
and sporty, the 1TB Verbatim Titan XS
USB 3.0 Hard Drive is equipped with a
shock-resistant, rubberized enclosure
that protects against rough-and-tumble
use. With a 1TB storage capacity and
USB 3.0 connectivity for transfer speeds
up to 10X that of USB 2.0, this hard drive

Page
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BELKIN HDMI CABLE
FEATURES

“Antistatic spray cleaner with
citrus scent removes finger
-prints, dirt, grease and dust
from electronic equipment in
-cluding PDAs. Unique antistat
-ic formula in aerosol canister
helps reduce dust buildup. Oilfree and
wax-free formulation

CLOROX CLEAN
SCREEN
WIPES
FEATURES

3M UNDERDESK CPU
MOUNT HOLDER
FEATURES

“CloroxPro Clean Screen
Wipes are an easy way to keep
screens looking clean. They are
low-streaking, low-linting, lowodor and
specifically designed
to eliminate dirt, dust, smudges
and fingerprints from screens
and glass in one easy step.

“Underdesk CPU Holder mounts
CPU to the underside of your work
-surface. 360-degree swivel ensures
easy access to back of CPU. Steel
construction offers sturdy support.
CPU holder accepts CPUs that are
3-1/2”” to 9-5/16”” wide and 121/2”” to 22-1/2”” high.”

“VIEWSONIC VA2759SMH
27”” LED MONITOR”

KENSINGTON SD3650
UNIVERSAL USB 3.0
DOCK STATION

“27”” LED monitor FEATURES
SuperClear IPS panel technol
-ogy to let you enjoy accurate
and vivid colors with consis
-tent levels of brightness from
any viewing angle. Its edge-toedge
screen and frameless design create a
more immersive
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FEATURES

“High-speed HDMI cable
seamlessly transmits audio and
video from any HDMI-enabled
device to your HDTV. 25’
length lets you easily connect
far-apart devices without
moving them closer together.
High-quality connectors min
-

FEATURES
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3M ANTI-STATIC
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
SPRAY CLEANER

FEATURES
Preserve the convenience of
one-cable connectivity to your
entire desktop setup with the
SD3650 Universal USB 3.0
Docking Station. DisplayPort
and HDMI ports let you output
dual HD video. Four USB 3.0
accessory ports are ideal for

LINKSYS AC1900 DU
-AL-BAND MODEM WI-FI
FEATURES

INKSYS MAX-STREAM
AC1900+ WI-FI RANGE
EXTENDER
FEATURES

“Two-in-one cable modem
and router combine a DOC
-SIS 3.0 24 x 8 modem and A
Wireless-AC Wi-Fi router into
one high-performance device
so you have fewer devices
and clutter. And thanks to its
simple setup, you’ll be enjoying

“Eliminate dead zones and
boost your Wi-Fi range up
to 10,000 square feet with
this powerful, wireless range
extender. MU-MIMO tech
-nology ensures your Wi-Fi
is delivered faster and with
more efficient throughput to

BELKIN 4-PORT
POWERED
DESKTOP HUB
FEATURES

LOGITECH C525 HD
WEBCAM
FEATURES

“Add four Hi-Speed USB 2.0
ports to your computer for
quick, easy access. Plug-andplay
technology means no
drivers are required. Da
-ta-transfer speeds are up to
480MB per second. The 4-Port
Powered Desktop Hub is

“With HD 720p video call
-ing and recording as well as
one-click HD uploading to
Facebook, you can use the HD
WebCam C525 to share your
HD world anywhere, anytime.
Logitech Fluid Crystal Tech
-nology automatically adjusts

LINKSYS VELOP WHOLE
HOME MESH WI-FI
SYSTEM

3M CLAMP MOUNT
EASY-ADJUST
MONITOR

FEATURES
“Velop is a Tri-Band Wi-Fi
system that works in perfect
harmony to create a highrange mesh
network. Unlike
traditional routers with range
extenders, this Wi-Fi system
provides 100 percent Wi-Fi
throughout your home or small

FEATURES
“Save valuable desk space and
easily move your monitor to a
comfortable height for viewing
reducing eye, back and neck
strain. Adjustable arm easily
moves up and down. Arm also
moves in and out and side to
side with ease so you can move

Page
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DESK ACCESSORIES
LORELL STEEL MESH
3-TIER MESH DESK TRAY
FEATURES
“Create inboxes and outboxes
in style with this front-loading,
three-tier desk tray. Unique
mesh design is made of quality
construction with smooth edges and
an excellent finish. Steel
desk tray coordinates with
other mesh desk accessories.”

ROLODEX EXPRESSIONS
MESH DRAWERS CUBE
FEATURES

“Desk organizer keeps your
important supplies coordinated and within
reach. Stylish,
innovative design FEATURES
two stepped compartments for
pens, pencils, sticky notes and
more. Organizer is made with
post-consumer recycled plastic

KANTEK ACRYLIC TAPE
DISPENSER
FEATURES
This clear Acrylic Tape Dispenser
FEATURES nonskid
feet for easy single-handed
dispensing. Made of heavy cast
clear acrylic to withstand office
wear-and-tear while adding a
bit of style to your desk.

MMF INDUSTRIES
TWO-TIER BOOK RACK

BUDDY HORIZONTAL
DESKTOP ORGANIZERS

“Sturdy rack holds twice as
many books as most racks in
the same amount of space. The
12-1/2”” high bottom shelf
holds magazines and catalogs.
The top shelf is open for even
greater height. A closed back
prevents books from sliding of
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FEATURES

“Made of durable rolled mesh
steel, the unique criss-crossed
design of this cube gives your
work space a curb appeal all its
own. With multiple cubes, you
can create your own custom
system with this modular,
multifunctional organizer. Stack

FEATURES
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OFFICEMATE RECYCLED DEL
UXE DESK ORGANIZER

FEATURES
“Horizontal desk tray radius
cutout shelves for easy access
to papers and files. Durable,
heavy-duty base is designed for
stability. Desk tray is made of
recycled steel.”

FELLOWES DOUBLE TRAY
DESK ORGANIZER W/
SORTER
FEATURES

ARTISTIC URBAN COLL.
PUNCHED METAL PENCIL
CUP
FEATURES

“Double Tray with sorter
saves valuable desk space by
incorporating two letter-size,
side-loading trays under a
vertical sorter with five 2””
sections. 100 percent recyclable
tray is made of steel.”

“Pencil cup provides the perfect blend of
form and function to keep you organized.
Strong, heavy-duty punched metal
construction FEATURES a contemporary
style for a professional appearance.
Protective feet prevent surface wear and

RUBBERMAID
REGENERATION
PLASTIC DRAWER
ORGANIZER
FEATURES

3M POST-IT ROTARY
DESKTOP ORGANIZER
FEATURES

“Drawer organizer offers nine
compartments with twice as
much capacity as a standard
drawer organizer to organize
pens, pencils, paper clips and
other office supplies. Two
shallow compartments offer
easy access of small items. Left

“Rotary desk organizer makes
it simple to keep your desk or
common areas organized. Organizer rotates
360 degrees on
a nonskid bottom. Vertical and
horizontal compartments offer
spaces for writing utensils,
paper clips and notes. Weight

OFFICEMATE GRANDE
CENTRAL WALL FILING
SYSTEM

OFFICEMATE
VERTICALMATE
MAGNETIC DRY-ERASE
BOARD

FEATURES
Filing system includes a starter
pocket plus add-on pockets.
Design FEATURES special slots
for envelopes or postcards and
a detachable cup (fits on either
side). Mount to walls easily
with included mounting hardware.
Labels for categorizing

FEATURES
“Constructed of durable
plastic, this magnetic dry-erase
board is part of the Verticalmate Cubicle
Set. Attach to
cubicle, wall or metal surface
or hang on your cubicle. Dryerase board
provides the same
function as a traditional dry

Page
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SMEAD SHELF-MASTER
COLORED END TAB
FOLDERS
FEATURES

“Color-coding saves filing and
retrieval time and prevents
costly filing mistakes. Use
different-colored folders to
categorize different types of
legal-size folders within one
system or to distinguish differ
-ent systems. Folders are made

BUS. SOURCE 1-PLY
STRAIGHT-CUT
END TAB FOLDERS

PENDAFLEX LEGAL
SIZE INTERIOR FILE
FOLDERS

End-tab folders make shelf fil
-ing easy. Each offers room for
color-coded labels. Straight-cut
tabs accommodate several la
-bels for indexing systems. Tab
is one-ply. SFI Certified

BUS. SOURCE 1/2-CUT
1-PLY TOP TAB FILE
FOLDERS
FEATURES
“File folders feature 1/2-cut
tabs in assorted positions for
easy access to your files. Oneply tabs
are 1/2”” high and
undercut for label visibility.
Top corners are rounded. Let
-ter-size file folders are scored
for 3/4”” expansion and made
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FEATURES

“Colored end-tab folders
feature the Shelf-Master Re
-inforced Tab. Straight-cut tab
is 1/2”” wide and reinforced
for frequent use. Use colors to
indicate various types of files,
such as different types of insur
-ance policies or to identify spe
-

FEATURES
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BUS. SOURCE 1/3 CUT
ONE-PLY TAB LEGAL FILE
FOLDERS

FEATURES
Interior File Folders separate
your papers by subcatego
-ry inside handing folders.
Specially designed for use with
Pendaflex Hanging Folder
System. Create divisions within
hanging folders. Folders are
cut shorter and won’t obscure

MMF INDUSTRIES
POSTING TUBS
FEATURES
“Posting tub is designed for
filing, posting, sorting and dis
-tributing. Angled sides make
it easy to flip through fold
-ers when searching for files.
Convenient carrying handles
on both sides make transport
-ing easy, even with full, heavy

“SKILCRAFT 2””
EXPANDING HANGING
FILE FOLDERS”
FEATURES

PENDAFLEX 2-TONE
COLOR HANGING FILE
FOLDERS
FEATURES

“Hanging file folders feature
quality 11 point paperboard
with plastic-coated metal rods.
Each folder expands 2”” and
includes tabs for file name
inserts. File folders meet CPG
guidelines.

Hanging file folders feature
a vibrant color to make your
letter-size files visible and
easy to organize and two-tone
stock. Heavyweight colored
stock is great for color-coding
your projects. The lighter color
on the inside helps to prevent

AVERY DURABLE ID

“AVERY EASY PEEL
PRINT-TO-THEEDGE 2””
ROUND LABEL
FEATURES

FEATURES
“Identify property, commu
-nicate safety and warning
messages, and display bar
codes with these durable ID
labels. TrueBlock Technology
completely covers every
-thing underneath so you can
relabel items. Extra-aggressive

BUS. SOURCE DRAWER
STORAGE BOXES
FEATURES
Storage drawer file is designed
for light-duty stacking and
storing. Stack up to two units
high. Each drawer file FEA
-TURES thick drawer panels for
enhanced strength and durabil
-ity. Plastic drawer handle offers
easy file access. Storage drawer

“These premium, matte round
labels are ideal for product
branding, event decorations,
food container labels, crafts,
party favors, bottle labels,
canning labels and mason jars,
jam labels, bath and beauty
products and more. Print-to

BUS. SOURCE
ECONOMY MEDIUM
DUTY STORAGE BOX
FEATURES
Medium-duty storage box is
designed for use with or with
-out shelving with a stacking
strength of 525 lb. Box holds
letter-size or legal-size folders.
The liftoff lid offers easy access.
Hand holes allow you to carry
it easily. Quick setup feature

Page
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GENERAL OFFICE SUPPLIES
ENERGIZER MAX
ALKALINE 9-VOLT
BATTERY
FEATURES
““Max Alkaline 9 volt Batteries
provide a long-lasting power
source for such common workplace
devices as calculators,
pencil sharpeners, cameras, flashlights
and portable
tape recorders. Batteries are
date-coded and 100 percent

“Get dependable, long-lasting
power from AA CopperTop
batteries. These batteries have
been engineered to deliver the
power you need for all your
common devices. They are recommended
for use in smoke
alarms, flashlights, lanterns,

DURACELL ULTRA
AAAA
BATTERIES
FEATURES

“Get dependable, long-lasting
power from AAA Coppertop
batteries. These batteries have
been engineered to deliver the
power you need for all your
common devices. They are
recommended for use in smoke
alarms, flashlights, lanterns,

“Ultra AAAA Batteries are
specially formulated for today’s
photo and electronic devices.
Use batteries with PDAs, palm
top computers, cameras, minidisc
players, handheld TVs and
remote control toys.

DURACELL COPPERTOP
ALKALINE C BATTERIES

DURACELL COPPERTOP
D BATTERIES

“These Alkaline C Batteries are
designed for devices you use
every day. Long-lasting and
dependable after 10 years of
storage. Contain “”freshness
dating”” on each package and
battery.
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FEATURES

DURACELL COPPERTOP
ALKALINE AAA
BATTERIES
FEATURES

FEATURES
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DURACELL AA COPPERTOP
BATTERIES

FEATURES
“Get dependable, long-lasting power from
CopperTop D
batteries for your toys, remote
controls, flashlights, clocks, radios and
more. These batteries
have been engineered to deliver
the power you need for all your
household devices. Duralock

TOPS IDEA COLLECTIVE
WIDERULED JOURNAL
FEATURES

ALUMINUM CLIP

FEATURES

“Idea Collective Journal is
great for capturing thoughts,
quick notes or anything that
inspires you. Designed with the
creative person in mind, bookbound
notebook FEATURES all
of the premium details you’d
expect in a high-end notebook.

“Aluminum clipboard FEATURES a lowprofile clip with a 1/2”” capacity to keep
your letter-size documents secure
while you’re on-the-go. Smooth
writing surface with rounded
corners and edges helps keep
your handwriting neat and leg

HOWARD MILLER TRAVEL
ALARM CLOCK

CHARLES LEONARD
12”” QUARTZ WALL
CLOCK

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Travel alarm clock FEATURES
a metallic, silver-toned case
that conveniently folds for
travel. Digital display clearly
shows the time and date. Easyto-use
controls are located on
the front of the clock for quick
access. The soft blue EL light

“12”” wall clock offers precise
Quartz movement for accurate
time. Large, black numerals
against white face provide easy
viewing. Black, plastic case has
a clear, plastic lens. Wall clock
uses one AA battery (sold
separately).”

TOMBOW MONO
CORRECTION SINGLE LINE
TAPE REFILL

BIC COVER-IT
CORRECTION FLUID

FEATURES
Single-line refill is designed for
use with TomBow Mono Correction
Tape for making instant
write-over corrections. Snap-in
cartridge is easy to refill. Dual
Gear technology FEATURES a
self-tightening mechanism that
prevents looping and pulling

FEATURES
“Cover your mistakes with
correction fluid. Ideal for
home, office or school use. Use
correction fluid to make neat,
precise corrections. Fast-drying fluid
prevents smearing.
Correction fluid offers extra
coverage for smooth, one-time
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ACCO BINDER

“CHARLES LEONARD 1””
LOOSELEAF RINGS”
FEATURES

“Binder clips feature an effi
-cient triangular design that
offers a powerful grip, yet re
-leases easily. Removable handle
folds down to simplify filing
and storage or keep one handle
up for a convenient hanger.
Each binder clip is made of

“Loose-leaf rings offer a 1”” ca
-pacity to hold product samples,
swatches and loose-leaf paper.
FEATURES snap closure to hold
items securely

S. SOURCE MAGNETIC
GRIP CLIPS

ACCO ECONOMY
JUMBO
NONSKID PAPER CLIPS

FEATURES

“Jumbo paper clips provide a
firm grip without scratching
paper. Quality steel, tin-plated
paper clips resist corrosion.
Elliptical shape delivers su
-perior holding power. Paper
clips are suitable for everyday
office, home or school needs.

CHARLES LEONARD
SAFETY PINS

BUS. SOURCE HIGH
QUALITY STEEL T-PINS

Nickel-plated steel safety pins
feature rust-resistant finish.
Smooth sharp points allow
easy penetration. Traditional
design is easy to use.
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FEATURES

“Magnetic Grip Clips stick
instantly to any steel surface
with built-in magnets. They
make it easy to post reminders
or to keep your paper securely
together. When you need to
hang documents as a strong
reminder or other purpose,

FEATURES
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FEATURES

FEATURES
“T-pins are made of high-qual
-ity steel with a nickel finish.
Design FEATURES a 9/16”” head
width. Use T-pins to secure
documents to boards or fabric
cubicles walls.”

“3M POST-IT 1””
ALTERNATING ELECTRIC
GLOW FLAGS”
FEATURES

ADVANTUS RAND
MCNALLY U.S. WALL MAP
FEATURES

Post-it Flags in alternating
bright colors make it simple to
mark your place, flag or high
-light important information.
Use them to draw attention to
critical items, index, file or col
-or-code. Eye-catching, colorful
flags are easy to spot and have

“U.S. wall map FEATURES an
exclusive combination of bold
colors and detailed cartogra
-phy to stand out in any home,
classroom or office. Laminated
surface allows you to track
and highlight where you’ve
been and where you’re going.

“ADVANTUS 12””
POLITICAL WORLD

BURNS GRP. DAX
INSERTABLE PLAQUE

FEATURES

FEATURES

“12”” Political World Globe
with blue oceans FEATURES
raised relief design and
thousands of locations and
geographical FEATURES high
-lighted with bright contrasting
colors. Full meridian globe
revolves on a base.”

“Insertable traditional plaque
FEATURES a woodgrain look
with beveled edges, walnut
color and gold trim and
includes a usable certificate.
Protective, clear plexi-cover
face protects the certificate or
other documents. The achieve-

MASTER PROD. 3-HOLE
HEAVY-DUTY PUNCH

BUS. SOURCE QUALITY
RUBBER BANDS

FEATURES
“Heavy-Duty Punch offers a
gel-padded handle for added
comfort when drilling through
paper. Punch is preset to punch
9/32”” diameter holes to fit a
standard three-ring binder.
Nonskid feet keep it in place
while punching. Lock down

FEATURES
“Rubber bands are designed
for everyday use and industrial
applications. Bands contain 55
percent rubber and some latex,
offering 700 percent stretch.
Rubber bands only vary 30
percent after being stretched.
Rubber bands are sustainable.”
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“ACME 5”” BLUNT TIP
JUNIOR SCISSORS”
FEATURES

“7”” scissors feature titani
-um-bonded blades with a
unique nonstick, permanent
coating. Blades stay sharper
longer and resist adhesives
from tapes and glues. Use
scissors to cut tape, hookand-loop
fasteners or other

“XSTAMPER 2-3/8””
SELF-INKING DATE
STAMP”

ACCENTRA PAPERPRO
INSPIRE 20 DESKTOP
STAPLER
FEATURES

“Customizable, self-inking,
message date stamp FEA
-TURES a tough plastic frame
to withstand demanding work
environments. The lightweight
construction is designed for
years of trouble-free operation.
Impression size of the 10-year

“Make stapling 80 percent
easier with PaperPro One-Fin
-ger, spring-powered technol
-ogy. Using just the push of a
finger, effortlessly staple up to
20 sheets of paper - jam-free.
With smooth edges that fit
perfectly in the curves of your

SWINGLINE 747 HALF
STRIP BUSI-

BOSTITCH 20-SHEET
ELECTRIC STAPLER

FEATURES
“Half-strip stapler FEATURES
smooth, rounded edges that
fits comfortably in your hand
to effortlessly fasten up to 25
sheets at a time. Inner rail pre
-vents staples from jamming for
quick, consistent performance.
Positive locking latch precise-
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FEATURES

“These children’s 5”” scissors
with stainless steel blades
cut paper, fabric, string and
other craft materials. Norust stainless
steel blades are
molded into plastic handles for
added strength and durabil
-ity. Handles are designed for

FEATURES
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“ACME 7”” TITANIUM BOND
-ED NON-STICK SCISSORS”

FEATURES
“20-sheet electric stapler
FEATURES extra-wide lead-in
and line-of-sight markings that
help you intuitively position
papers to place staples exactly
where you need. Push-button
staple loading allows you to
easily reload staples for fast

“BOSTITCH 1/4””
STANDARD PREMI- UM
STAPLES”
FEATURES

BUS. SOURCE NICKELPLATED TEETH STAPLE
REMOVER
FEATURES

“Premium standard staples
were developed for optimum
performance in any standard
stapler. Each full strip contains
210 staples and is constructed
from superior quality, high
carbon wire to reduce buckling
and jamming. The finely honed

“Staple remover operates easily,
quickly and efficiently to get
the job done.”

3M SCOTCH-BRITE LINT
ROLLER

KANTEK ACRYLIC TAPE
DISPENSER

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Scotch Lint Roller quickly
rolls lint, fuzz and hair off
clothing and other surfaces
so you can look your best.
Use on pants, coats, sweaters,
dresses, suits, formal wear and
more. Exclusive high-tack 3M
adhesive grabs even tough-to

This clear Acrylic Tape Dis
-penser FEATURES nonskid
feet for easy single-handed
dispensing. Made of heavy cast
clear acrylic to withstand office
wear-and-tear while adding a
bit of style to your desk.

MMF INDUSTRIES TWOTIER BOOK

SWISS MOBILITY
OVERNIGHT BUSINESS
CARRY-ON CASE

FEATURES
“Sturdy rack holds twice as
many books as most racks in
the same amount of space. The
12-1/2”” high bottom shelf
holds magazines and catalogs.
The top shelf is open for even
greater height. A closed back
prevents books from sliding of

FEATURES
“Business carry-on case
FEATURES a highly functional
design that’s created with the
focused, on-the-go entrepre
-neur in mind. A handy laptop
compartment in front of the
case keeps up to a 15.6”” laptop
always within quick reach. Sep-
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MAILROOM & SHIPPING
BUS. SOURCE
DIAGONAL SEA NO. 9
ENVELOPES
FEATURES

“Mail documents you need to
keep private in these No. 10
security envelopes with a lining
to shield your information.
Press-it Seal-it, self-adhesive
closure makes sealing the
envelopes easy. Simply peel the
strip, and the envelope instant

QUALITY PARK 41065
WIDE
ENVELOPES

QUALITY PARK REDISEAL SECURITY
WINDOW ENVELOPES
FEATURES

These envelopes are perfect for
sending larger documents and
files that should not be bent or
folded. Gummed flap ensures
a firm seal to prevent it from
peeling during a delivery. Wide
opening allows you to easily
insert items for quick use.

“Security Window Envelopes
require no moisture to seal.
Raise the lower flap and press.
The unique double-flap design
keeps gum from sticking until
the envelope is ready to mail.
Inside tint is designed for
enhanced privacy. Window (1-

BUS. SOURCE SELF
ADHESIVE KRAFT
CATALOG ENVELOPES

NATURE SAVER
RECYCLED CLASP
ENVELOPES

FEATURES
“Catalog envelopes feature an
adhesive strip protected by a
removable paper liner. Simply
remove the liner and press the
flap closed for a quick, clean
seal upon contact without
moistening. Paper liner keeps
adhesive free of dust. Enve
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FEATURES

“No. 9 business envelopes are
good for everyday mailing.
Traditional design includes 24
lb., white wove stock, diagonal
seam and fully gummed flaps.

FEATURES
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MEAD PRESS-IT SEALIT NO. 10 SECURITY
ENVELOPES

FEATURES
Clasp envelopes feature
open-ended styling and large
gummed flaps. Rust-resistant
clasp has a rounded edge. 28 lb.

SEALED AIR JIFFY
HEAVY-DUTY KRAFT
PADDED MAILER
FEATURES

PACIFIC EZ4 SELFRETRACTABLE
GUARDED SAFETY
CUTTER
FEATURES

“Padded mailers are rugged,
all-purpose, paper fiber, cushioned
mailers and made from
a high percentage of recycled material
so they are 100
percent curbside recyclable.
Heavy-duty kraft with a uniform inner
batting (padding)

“Use this handy safety cutter
to splice through sealing tape
on boxes. The self-retractable
blade protects the tip and your
belongings. In addition to the
safety spring-back blade, the
design also includes thumb
guards for a firm, safe grip.

BOSTITCH STANLEY
18MM STANDARD SNAPOFF KNIFE

BOSTITCH STANLEY
9MM QUICK-POINT
BLADES

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Designed for long-lasting use,
the 18mm Standard Snap-Off
Knife FEATURES a stainless steel
construction and high-impact
polymer components. Integrated,
smooth slider mechanism
delivers effortless operation
and audible “”click”” feedback

Quick-Point Blades are designed for use with
Stanley Utility Knife (10-150). 9mm
blades fit and deliver optimum
performance in most 9mm
snap-off blade knives. Each
blade was crafted with 13 precision sharp
cutting points.

DUCK BRAND
BUBBLEWRAP
BRAND PROTECTIVE
PACKAGING

SALTNER BRECKNELL
PS25 ELECTRONIC
SCALE

FEATURES
“Protective packaging provides surface
protection and
cushioning and conforms
easily around items. Ideal for
wrapping fragile items. Nylon
barrier prevents air leakage
and protects packages from
shipping hazards with a 3/16””

FEATURES
“This weight-only electronic
scale is perfect for letter and
small parcel mail to ensure
that you always pay the correct
postage without overpaying.
The low-profile design is
easy to use and provides a 25
lb. capacity. Electronic scale
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BOX PARTNERS
CORRUGATED CUBE
BOXES
FEATURES
“Corrugated box FEATURES a
highly efficient construction
that disburses weight evenly
for easier stacking. Easy-to-use
design allows you to quickly
build each box. Manufactured
from 200 lb. ECT-32 Kraft
material, this cube box is

SPARCO BULK KRAFT
WRAPPING PAPER
FEATURES

“Shipping cartons are made
from 200 lb., corrugated
material to hold up during
shipments. Easy-to-assemble
design eliminates confusion
when constructing cartons to
save valuable time. Smooth
surface adheres firmly to tape

SPARCO WRAPPING
PAPER CUTTER
FEATURES
Wrapping Paper Cutter holds
and dispenses bulk wrapping
paper rolls. Mount to wall
horizontally.
ing a bit of style to your desk

SWINGLINE PARR
RUBBER FINGER TIPS

QUALITY PARK WHITE
KRAFT FIBERBOARD
MAILING TUBES

Fingertips feature deluxe-grade
rubber construction to assure
solid grip and long wear. Each
tip has extra thick material for
longer wear.
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FEATURES

“Wrapping paper roll is made
of 40 lb. Kraft material for ver
-satile protection against scuffs
and scratches. Nonperforated
design allows you to unravel
as much or as little as you like
to accommodate a variety of
tasks. Easy-to-use construction

FEATURES
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SPARCO CORRUGATED
SHIPPING CARTONS

FEATURES
“Sturdy, commercial-grade
fiberboard tubes are the ideal
way to store or mail artwork,
posters, maps, blueprints and
anything else that cannot be
folded. Mailing tube includes
plastic endcaps. Fiberboard
tube is covered with white

3M SCOTCH GLOSS
FINISH TRANSPARENT
TAPE
FEATURES

“3M SCOTCH 3/4”” MAGIC
TAPE DISPENSER”
FEATURES

“Scotch Transparent Office
Tape is a glossy tape that is
crystal-clear for a professional
appearance. Instant adhesion
delivers excellent holding pow
-er for your most critical taping
tasks. Clear when applied,
it doesn’t yellow with aging

“Scotch Magic Tape is the orig
-inal matte finish, invisible tape.
It disappears on most papers
so it’s easy to scan and read
documents. This versatile tape
is ideal for permanent paper
mending and many other uses.
It pulls off the roll smoothly,

DUCK BRAND ALL
PURPOSE DUCT TAPE

3M 200 PAPER TAPE

FEATURES

FEATURES

“All-purpose duct tape is the
all-around tool for temporary
repairs and quick fixes around
the house, garden or garage.
With its high adhesion and
easy-to-tear application, this
workbench favorite is great
for holding, seaming, sealing

“A utility-purpose paper tape
is great for holding, bundling,
sealing, noncritical masking
and a vast number of other
jobs where a pressure-sensitive
tape is needed. The natural
rubber adhesive holds secure
-ly to paper, fiberboard, glass,

“3M SCOTCH 3”” BOX
SEALING TAPE 311 ROLLS”

3M BOX SEALING TAPE
DISPENSER

FEATURES
“Scotch Box Sealing Tape
311 securely closes a wide
variety of lighter-weight box
materials, including recycled
fiberboard. Specially developed
polypropylene backing is easy
to handle and maintain its
performance and appearance

FEATURES
“Handheld tape dispenser
offers an economical tool for
box sealing, carton sealing,
combining, reinforcing and
bundling operations. It is easy
to use with a retractable blade.
It is lightweight for portable
applications. Dispenser holds
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OFFICE FURNITURE
HON ENDORSE MESH
MID-BACK WORK CHAIR
HEADREST
FEATURES

Make your office chair more
comfortable with this lumbar
back support. Ergonomic design includes
breathable mesh to cradle your spine. The
wide elastic band attaches easily to
your office chair.

HON 10700 SERIES
MAHOGANY LAMINATE
BOOKCASE

ACCENTRA PAPERPRO
INSPIRE 20 DESKTOP
STAPLER
FEATURES

“Sturdy bookcase FEATURES
a lustrous, Mahogany laminate finish
and double-radius
edges to match other HON
10700 Series Laminate Wood
Furniture components. It is
ideal for storing and displaying
books, photos, certificates and

“Make stapling 80 percent
easier with PaperPro One-Finger,
spring-powered technology. Using just
the push of a finger, effortlessly staple
up to 20 sheets of paper - jam-free.
With smooth edges that fit
perfectly in the curves of your

SWINGLINE PARR RUBBER
FINGER TIPS

ICEBERG ROUGH-NREADY BLOW-MOLDED
FOLDING CHAIRS

FEATURES
Fingertips feature deluxe-grade
rubber construction to assure
solid grip and long wear. Each
tip has extra thick material for
longer wear.
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FEATURES

Adjustable mesh headrest
attaches to the HON Endorse
Mesh Mid-Back Work Chair
for added comfort and support.
Height and angle can be adjusted to fit
people of different
sizes.

FEATURES
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LORELL ERGO MESH
LUMBAR BACK SUPPORT

FEATURES
“Folding chair is ergonomically
contoured and lightweight.
Holds 250 lb. Nests for storage.
Design FEATURES blow-molded, highdensity polyethylene seat and back
with soft radius edges. Powder-coated,
heavygauge, oval steel frame has

LORELL RECEPTION
SEATING COLLECTN
LEATHER LOVESEAT
FEATURES

HON LEATHER CLUB
LOUNGE SEATING
FEATURES

“Loveseat is part of the Lorell
Reception Seating Collection
that is made with an open,
inviting modern design and
bonded black leather. Back
meets the seat at a slight obtuse
angle for a relaxing wait. Sides
rise for armrests. Comfortable,

“Tailored seating provides
an unparalleled combination
of comfort and durability
with fully enclosed arms and
durable inner construction.
Smooth, pliable SofThread
leather back and seating
surfaces with tailored stitching

3M SCOTCH-BRITE LINT
ROLLER

KANTEK ACRYLIC TAPE
DISPENSER

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Scotch Lint Roller quickly
rolls lint, fuzz and hair off
clothing and other surfaces
so you can look your best.
Use on pants, coats, sweaters,
dresses, suits, formal wear and
more. Exclusive high-tack 3M
adhesive grabs even tough-to

This clear Acrylic Tape Dispenser FEATURES
nonskid feet for easy single-handed
dispensing. Made of heavy cast
clear acrylic to withstand office
wear-and-tear while adding a
bit of style to your desk.

MMF INDUSTRIES TWOTIER BOOK RACK

HON CENTER-TILT
MESH MIDBACK TASK
STOOL

FEATURES
“Sturdy rack holds twice as
many books as most racks in
the same amount of space. The
12-1/2”” high bottom shelf
holds magazines and catalogs.
The top shelf is open for even
greater height. A closed back
prevents books from sliding off

FEATURES
“Mid-back task stool with
footring is ideal for standing-height
workstations and tables. Breathable mesh
back and thick foam seat cushioning
provide all-day comfort. Polyester seat
fabric is abrasion-resistant. Large scale
seat and
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“CHILDREN’S FACT. 2””
SEALED INFECTION
CONTROL MAT
FEATURES

“Open Front Desk FEATURES
a proven design perfect for a
home-school environment,
children’s room, classroom or
home. The single desk pro
-vides an excellent solution
for a small group, pairing or
individual child. Legs adjust

HON 10500 SERIES
LAMINATE DESKING

LORELL ESSENTIALS
WALNUT F/F MOBILE
PEDESTAL
FEATURES

“Units of this laminate furni
-ture series can be reconfigured
quickly and easily as your office
grows and expands. Modular
pedestals (not freestanding)
fit under your desk, credenza
or return shells. Tops and end
panels are made of abrasion-re
-

“Mobile pedestal offers a
file/file configuration and
high-quality laminate con
-struction that blends well with
Lorell Essentials Series Lami
-nate Furniture. The Essentials
Series offers high-quality
laminate construction and a

BUSH BUS. FURN.
SERIES A CHERRY/
GALAXY DESKING

HON VALIDO 11500
SERIES MA-HOGANY
LAMINATE DESKING

FEATURES
“Series A Collection offers
durable melamine worksur
-faces that resist scratches and
stains. Durable PVC edge
-banding on the 1”” thick tops
protects desk from bumps
and collisions. Furniture has
sturdy molded ABS feet with
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FEATURES

“Specially designed, patented
mats protect children against
possible infection from
harbored germs. Infection
Control Rest Mats are manu
- factured using radio frequency
vinyl-welding technology that
completely seals all seams. No

FEATURES
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EARLY CHILDHOOD RES.
BOOK BOX RTA OPEN
FRONT DESK

FEATURES
“The Valido Series extra-thick
worksurfaces that combine the
durability of laminate with a
decidedly upscale impression.
Precise ribbon profile on all
edges adds a distinctive touch
and designer detail. Mahogany
laminate over 1-1/2”” thick,

“HON 400 SERIES 30””
LT. GRAY LOCKING
LATERAL FILE
FEATURES

“HON 400 SERIES 36””
BLACK DRAWER LATERAL
FILE “
FEATURES

“Deep lateral file efficiently
maximizes floor space and is
designed for light-duty use.
Each drawer accommodates
letter-size or legal-size files
from side-to-side with the
included hangrails. Frontto-back filing
for letter-size

“Deep lateral file efficiently
maximizes floor space and is
designed for light-duty use.
Each drawer accommodates
letter-size or legal-size filing
from side-to-side with includ
-ed hangrails. Front-to-back
filing is possible with other

“LORELL 26-1/2””
VERTICAL FILE CABINET”

HAUSMANN HEIGHTAD -JUSTABLE
GOOSENECK FLOOR

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Commercial-grade
vertical file high-sided
drawers that accommodate
hanging file folders with
-out additional accessories.
Slide suspension allows
maximum drawer exten
-sion. Steel ball bearings

“Durable, functional lamp a
height-adjustable rod with
gooseneck arm and chrome
reflector. Height-adjustable,
plated steel rod includes a
12”” long gooseneck arm
and adjusts lamp from 30””
to 58-1/2”” high. Stationary,

LEDU LED DESK AND
TASK LAMP

LORELL LED DESK
LAMP

FEATURES
“Contemporary-style lamp
uses a 5-watt, LED bulb to help
you save energy. Adjustable
arm an 18”” reach to let you
direct light where it’s needed
most. Based on a 3-hour-perday usage
period, this energy-efficient lamp is
designed to

FEATURES
LED Desk Lamp offers light
were you need it and a com
-pact footprint to conserve your
desktop space. Neck twists to
move the light where you need
it. On/off switch is located on
the cable for easy activation.
Lamp is ETL certified.
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ADVANTUS
3-COMPARTMENT
MAGAZINE/LITERATURE
FILE
FEATURES

“Panel systems make the most
of available space by accom
-modating existing furnishings,
enhancing productivity and
giving your office a profession
-al look. Connecting hardware
(sold separately) allows panels
to be arranged in straight,

ICEBERG TACK-ON FELT
PRIVACY PANEL

LORELL FLUSH
PROJECTOR
FEATURES

“Tack-on accessory privacy
panel adds comfort and focus
to any desktop or personal
space. It is ideal for open plan
and sit-to-stand adjustable
tables. Compressed felt con
-struction serves as a tackable
bulletin surface while reducing

“Flush projector mount is a
sturdy, versatile ceiling mount
that fits virtually all LCD/
DLP projectors up to 40 lb.
Extension arms fit a wide range
of projector mounting hole
patterns. With flush mounting,
mount is only 5-1/2”” from the

LORELL LARGE DOUBLE
ARTICU- LATED MOUNT

LORELL SMALL/
MEDIUM DOUBLE
ARTICULATED MOUNT

FEATURES
“Double-articulated mount fits
most 37”” to 61”” screens (up
to 150 lb.). Low-profile design
folds flat to wall to save space,
yet offers a maximum 283/10”” arm extension to allow
mounting anywhere, even in or
near corners. Large Full-mo
-
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FEATURES

“Three-compartment litera
-ture file organizes your files,
magazines or notebooks on
your desk. Large white labels
are displayed on the front to
easily label each compartment.
Literature file is made of plastic
for a durable and lightweight

FEATURES
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DURACELL AA COPPERTOP
BAT -TERIES

FEATURES
“Double-articulated mount
FEATURES real extension and
full motion for 15”” to 32””
flat panel TVs up to 44 lb.
Maximum 15-7/10”” arm
extension allows mounting
anywhere, even in or near
corners, yet folds flat to wall

“LORELL 72””W
RECTANGULAR
TOP STEEL TABLE BASE”
FEATURES

SAFCO PLANMASTER
ADJ. DRAFTING
TABLETOP & BASE
FEATURES

“Base offers the foundation for
72”” wide Lorell Rectangular
Conference Tabletops. Open
design includes four black steel
legs with steel crossbars for
stability. Steel is powder-coat
-ed for durability. 1”” thick
tabletops with a knife edge

“PlanMaster Drafting Table
provides the height and board
angle adjustment of a tradi
-tional four-post table. Tabletop
(sold separately) has a durable
3/4”” melamine construction
with a white finish. Table base
(sold separately) FEATURES a

ICEBERG 1200 SERIES
HVY-DUTY HALF
FOLDING TABLE

ICEBERG
INDESTRUCTABLE
TOO BIFOLD TABLE

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Folding table folds in half for
storage and holds up to 250 lb.
evenly distributed. The top is
made of durable, blow-molded,
high-density polyethylene and
is supported by a strong, steel
frame. Lightweight, durable
polyethylene is dent-resistant

“Folding table is made for
heavy-duty use indoors or out
-doors yet is 30 percent lighter
than standard folding tables.
2”” tabletop is made of durable,
blow-molded, high-density
polyethylene that is dent-resis
-tant and scratch-resistant. Tu-

LORELL MAHOGANY
FLIPPER

“ICEBERG CAFEWORKS
36”” ROUND CAFE
TABLES”

FEATURES
“Versatile, economical flipper
table is perfect for the training
or conference room. Rect
-angular top flips back with a
simple lever mechanism to nest
with other Flipper Training
Tables for space-saving stor
-age. 1”” thick top is made of

FEATURES
“Cafe table is part of the
Iceberg CafeWorks Cafe and
Bistro Tables and Seating that
is ergonomically designed for
comfort and contemporary
style. 1-1/8”” thick, round
melamine top FEATURES a
wear-resistant design with
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FLIPSIDE PROD. COLOR
TRIFOLD STUDY CARREL
FEATURES

“Sit-stand workstation provides
proper ergonomic positioning
of your displays and keyboard
to inspire a healthier, more
productive routine. Easy-touse design
transforms almost
any surface into a personalized
height-adjustable desk to help
computer users counteract the

BUDDY EUROFLEX
STAND UP FIXED
WORKSTATION

“LORELL 24””
TABLETOP SIT-STAND
2D DESK FRAME”
FEATURES

“Space-saving fixed height
workstation accommodates
computer monitor, desktop
CPU and/or mini-tower CPU,
keyboard, and printer (all
sold separately). Roomy top
shelf holds monitor, desktop
CPU and basic supplies. Fixed

“Part of the Lorell Electric
Height-Adjustable Worksta
-tion, this sit/stand desk frame
adjusts quickly, smoothly and
quietly with a gentle push of
a button. Adjustment speed
is 1.3”” per second. Sit-toStand design
is perfect way

LORELL CONCORDIA
FROST UPPER DESK
PARTITION

SAFCO ADJUSTABLE
FOOTREST

FEATURES
“Upper desk partition help cre
-ates privacy and focus with Lo
-rell Concordia Series desktops
for a collaborative, open-en
-vironment work area that
promotes interaction while al
-lowing your own private space.
The Concordia system fosters
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FEATURES

“Keep students focused and
curb wandering eyes with these
study carrels in assorted colors.
Sturdy corrugated construc
-tion is lightweight to easily
create instant testing centers or
private study areas. Side panels
of the carrel fold down flat for
quick storage when it’s not in

FEATURES
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ERGOTRON WORKFIT-S
SINGLE HD WORKSTATION

FEATURES
“Take a load off with this Ad
-justable Footrest that relieves
pressure points in workers who
stand most of the day. Height
ranges from 5-1/2”” to 15””
with nine positions at 1-1/4””
intervals. Use in combination
with extra-high seating. Mul-

OFFICE MACHINES & ELECTRONICS
VICTOR 11803A
BUSINESS
CALCULATOR
FEATURES

TEXAS INST. BA-II
PLUS ADV. FI-NANCIAL
CALCULATOR
FEATURES

“Business analyst calculator is
engineered with antimicrobial
protection to reduce growth of
microbes and bacteria. Easyto-read,
12-digit large liquid
crystal display (LCD) is angled
to reduce glare. Calculator
also offers large well-spaced

“Easy-to-use Financial Cal
-culator solves time-value-ofmoney
calculations such as
annuities, mortgages, leases,
savings, and more. Gener
-ate amortization schedules.
Compute NPV, IIR, break-even
calculations, interest conver
-

MMF INDUSTRIES C200
COIN
SORTER ALL-IN-ONE

ROYAL SOVEREIGN
HIGH-SPEED BILL
COUNT-

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Designed for any coin han
-dling need, this easy-to-use,
all-in-one solution counts,
adds, batches and wraps auto
-matically. The C200 recognizes
individual denominations
and sorts them automatically
into included, large plastic

“Commercial-quality, highspeed bill counter
with counterfeit detection FEATURES
fast counting speeds great
for small, medium and large
businesses. High-speed count
-ing makes bill counting more
efficient while cutting down

MMF INDUSTRIES HIGHSECU-RITY STEEL CASH
DRAWER

CANON GPR10 TONER
CARTRIDGE

FEATURES
“Manual cash drawer offers
the security measures former
-ly found only on electronic
cash drawers. Engineered
to perform, the 1060GT has
been tested and qualified
to 3 million open/closing
cycles - surpassing the typical

FEATURES
“Copier toner is designed for
use in Canon imageRunner
1300, 1310, 1330, 1370 and
1670F.”
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CANON GPR-13 TONER
CARTRIDGE
FEATURES

“Monochrome laser multifunc
-tion copier helps improve office
productivity with fast print
and copy speeds of 42 pages
per minute. 3.7”” color touch
screen lets you easily create
customizable shortcuts to
speed up frequently performed

HP PAGEWIDE PRO
477DW MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER

CANON L100
FAXPHONE
FAX MACHINE
FEATURES

“Multifunction printer with
wireless technology provides a
low total cost of ownership and
fast speeds for businesses that
seek professional quality and
versatile document solutions.
4.3”” touch-screen display
lets you effortlessly navigate

“Fax machine consolidates a
laser fax machine, laser printer
and digital copier into one
durable machine that delivers a
quality laser performance. The
cost-effective Faxphone L100
offers a 19-page-per-minute la
-ser print engine, 30-sheet auto
-

BROTHER
LABELMAKER AC
POWER ADAPTER

DYMO LABELWRITER
WIRE-LESS LABEL
PRINTER

FEATURES
“AC power adapter is de
-signed for use with Brother
PT-D600VP, PT-H300LI, PTD600, PTH300, PT-H500LI,
PT-P700, PT-D400VP, PTD450, PTP750W, PT-E550W,
PT-D400AD, PT-D400, PTE300 and PTE500. The adapt-
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FEATURES

Copier toner is designed for
use in Canon imageRunner
C3100. Cartridge is easy to
install. Yield is approximate.

FEATURES
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BROTHER DCP-L5500DN
MONOCHROME LASER
COPI-ER

FEATURES
“Bring cable-free convenience
to your labeling tasks with the
LabelWriter Wireless Label
Printer. Print labels directly
from Macs, PCs, smartphones
and tablets using the built-in
Wi-Fi or add the printer to a
network for easy sharing with

“DYMO LABELWRITER
3-1/2””W LABELS”

FEATURES

“3M HEAT-FREE 8-1/2””
LAMI-NATING MACHINE”

FEATURES

LabelWriter labels make it easy
to print one label or hundreds
for a variety of labeling applica
-tions. Durable adhesive creates
a strong bond to provide a last
-ing hold without peeling. Label
roll is designed for compatible
LabelWriter label printers (sold

“Heat-free laminator offers a
sleek design with easy-load
cartridges. No electricity need
-ed. No waiting for warm-up.
No fumes. Adjustable input
tray gives perfect alignment
handling documents up to
8-1/2”” wide, 1/10”” thick, and

GBC EZLOAD NAP I FILM
ROLL

MIDLAND RADIO
LXT600BB
FRS BUSINESS RADIO
BUNDLE

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Ezload film roll FEATURES
color-coded end caps that
match up with your laminator’s
saddles to give you the confi
-dence that your film is prop
-erly loaded. This Nap I film
has a glossy, protective finish
that’s perfect for all standard

“Business radio bundle is a
convenient communication
option that’s ready to use right
of the box. The radios with 36
channels are license-free and
require no FCC license to own
or operate, saving time and
money. Concealed headsets

MIDLAND RADIO
GXT1000VP4
TWO-WAY RADIO PAIR

FELLOWES
FORTISHRED 3250C
CROSS-CUT SHREDDER

FEATURES
“This pair of waterproof radios
offers 22 channels with 28
extra channels designed for
GMRS (General Mobile Radio
Service) operation in a rugged,
weatherproof case. With a
range of up to 36 miles, they’re
perfect for most adventures.

FEATURES
“Cross-cut shredder with a
P-4 security level FEATURES
a continuous-duty motor for
nonstop shredding of up to 22
sheets of paper per pass. Silent
-Shred offers ultra-quiet per
-formance to minimize noise in
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FELLOWES 11C CROSSCUT SHREDDER
FEATURES

“Two-handset answering
system FEATURES Connect
to Cell technology to make
and receive calls from your
cellular plan while enjoying
the comforts of a home phone
system. Pair up to two cellular
lines and one landline with

FELLOWES AUTOMAX
500C/300C SHREDDER
WASTE

FELLOWES HEAVYDUTY INDOOR/
OUTDOOR EXTENSION
CORDS
FEATURES

“Designed to fit Fellowes
AutoMax 500C and 300C Auto
Feed Shredders, convenient
shredder bags keep work areas
clean. Shreds fall into the waste
bags instead of your shredder
basket. 100 percent recyclable
waste bags include easy-to-use

“Heavy-duty extension cord
is designed for indoor and
outdoor use. Design FEATURES
a grounded single outlet with a
three-prong design. 16-gauge
cord manages 13 amps, 125
volts, and up to 1625 watts,
UL/cUL approved.”

TRIPP LITE ECO-SURGE
7-OUTLET SURGE
PROTECTOR

CHARGETECH
DESKTOP OUT-LETS
POWER STRIP

FEATURES
“Surge protector with 7 outlets
is an excellent green protection
solution for your bottom line
and the environment. Ener
-gy-saving outlet configuration
reduces waste by cutting AC
power to devices that aren’t
being used. One NEMA 5-15R
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FEATURES

“Reliable, 11C Cross-Cut
Shredder is ideal for deskside
use with a 9”” wide paper
entry. Patented Safety Lock dis
-ables shredder for added safety
protection. The stacked cutting
heads shreds 11 sheets per pass
into 5/32”” x 2”” cross-cut par
-

FEATURES
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AT&T 2-HANDSET
CONNECT TO CELL
ANSWERING SYSTEM

FEATURES
“Simply mount this desktop
power strip along the edge of
your work space and adjust the
tension knob until it fits snugly
for convenient access to power.
With three available AC outlets
and two 2.4A USB ports, the
possibilities are endless. Its

FELLOWES 6-OUTLET
CIRCUIT BREAKER/
POWER STRIP
FEATURES

AT&T TWO-LINE
CORDLESS SYSTEM
HANDSET
FEATURES

Six-outlet power strip FEA
-TURES a three-prong grounded
plug and three-prong outlets.
Power strip also offers an
illuminated on/off switch with
15-amp circuit breaker. UL and
cUL approved.

“Accessory handset with Caller
ID and Call Waiting provides
reliable long-range coverage
for excellent call clarity. Hand
-set speakerphone leaves your
hands free to do things and lets
more people in on the conver
-sation. Backlit LCD displays

AT&T FOUR-LINE
CORDED BUSI-NESS
SYSTEM PHONE

SPRACHT AURA
PROFESSIONAL UC
CONFERENCE PHONE

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Four-line Corded Business
System Phone is expandable
up to 16 extensions. FEATURES
page, intercom and call trans
-fer between stations, 32 speed
dial and 16 intercom number
locations, three-party confer
-encing, speakerphone in base

“Aura Professional UC Confer
-ence Phone offers the essentials
for effective conferencing.
Connect it to your landline for
standard conferencing. Make
Skype conference calls using
your PC/Mac via USB for VoIP
functionality. Connect to your

ACROPRINT BIOTOUCH

WORK WELL TECH.
UATTEND BN6500 TIME
CLOCK

FEATURES
“Acroprint BioTouch Clock
offers an easy way to track em
-ployee arrivals and departures
without a lot of complicated
setup. The clock FEATURES
quick setup with no compli
-cated network configuration.
Simply enter your clock rules

FEATURES
“The uAttend’s BN6500 offers
you a cloud-based time clock
that helps eliminate buddy
punching with its advanced
biometric fingerprint technol
-ogy. It works by plugging it
directly into your router. The
BN6500 requires monthly sub
-
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PAPER & PADS
HAMMERMILL COLORS
AS
-SORTMENT PACK
FEATURES

“Great White 30 is a versa
-tile, recycled office paper that
works as hard as you do. The
precise, accurate sheeting, con
-sistent moisture content and
curl control ensure smooth,
trouble-free performance.
20 lb. paper is extremely

“BUS. SOURCE 11””X17””
MULTIPURPOSE PAPER”

“BUS. SOURCE 1-PLY
2-1/4””X165’
ADDING MACHINE ROL
FEATURES

“Multipurpose, tabloid-size
paper delivers reliable, jam-free
performance in high-speed
copiers. Paper also works well
in copiers, offset duplicators,
multipurpose devices, fax
machines, inkjet printers and
laser printers. High opacity

“Single Ply Adding Machine
Rolls are ideal for use in adding
machines, calculators, and cash
registers. Made with premium
quality, lint-free, white bond
paper. Each roll has an end-ofroll
indicator.”

HP BRIGHT WHITE
INKJET PAPER

“PARIS BUS. PROD.
3-1/2”” BOT-TOM
PERFORATED PAPER”

FEATURES
“Bright White Inkjet Paper
FEATURES a superior brightwhite
shade that provides
brilliant colors and bold
text. It is ideal for proposals,
presentations, flyers, newslet
-ters and other color-intensive
documents. ColorLok tech
-
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FEATURES

“Create eye-catching designs
with this assorted collection
of colored papers. It contains
100 sheets each of blue, canary,
pink, green and ivory. FSC
certified paper is made with
recycled content. Backed by

FEATURES
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HAMMERMILL GREAT
WHITE 30
PAPER

FEATURES
“Horizontally perforated paper
delivers consistent results to
create high-quality prints.
Letter-size paper is designed
for use with all laser printers,
inkjet printers, digital printers
and copiers. Multipurpose
design is perfect for printing

HP WHITE LASERJET
PAPER

FEATURES

ELITE IMAGE SUPERIOR
PERFOR-MANCE LASER
PAPER
FEATURES

“This heavyweight, 24 lb., ex
-tra-bright, smooth-surface La
-serJet Paper is ideal for reliable
everyday business documents.
It’s brighter, whiter and thicker
than standard office papers.
With a special finish that virtu
-ally eliminates paper jams, ac-

Laser paper offers exceptional
performance in laser printers
and color copiers. Design is
acid-free for archival-quality.
Perfect for presentations and
general business communi
-cations. 24 lb. paper contains
recycled fiber.

EPSON ENHANCED
MATTE

HP EVERYDAY
PIGMENT INK PHOTO
PAPER

FEATURES

FEATURES

“For photographers seeking a
flat matte surface, Enhanced
Matte Paper is the ideal choice.
This bright white paper roll
is perfect for images that do
not require gloss. It yields
highly saturated images while
maintaining excellent highlight

“Everyday Pigment Ink Photo
Paper is optimized for pigment
inks and designed for use with
HP Z-series and Designjet
printers, but compatible with
nonHP pigment printers. Mi
-croporous surface allows max
-imum ink absorption resulting

HP BRIGHT WHITE
INKJET
BOND PAPER

PM COMPANY INKJET
COATED WIDE FORMAT
BOND ROLL

FEATURES
“Inkjet bond paper is ideal for
everyday, black and color line
drawings. Specially treated
matte surface consistently
produces crisp line resolution
and high-contrast color prints.
Brilliant, high-contrast surface
makes black and color lines

FEATURES
“Wide format roll of inkjet
coated paper is designed to
meet the technical require
-ments of designers, architects
and engineers. Great for Poster,
Presentations, POP & Retail
Display, GIS Prints, Architec
-tural Drawings and Engineer
-
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PRESENTATION & AUDIOVISUAL
BI-SILQUE ALUMINUM
FRAME RECYCLED CORK
FEATURES

Expo Cleaning Spray cleans
and refreshes whiteboards.
Nontoxic cleaner is perfect for
classrooms and conference
rooms. Certified AP nontoxic
formula conforms to ASTM
D4263.

SANFORD ERASER CAP
MAGNETIC DRY ERASE
MARKER SET

QUARTET DRY ERASE
MESSAGE BOARD
FEATURES

“Dry-erase marker FEATURES
an integrated magnet for
easy storage and retrieval on
metal-backed surfaces. Built-in
eraser on cap allows you to
quickly correct minor errors
for precise, on-the-fly erasing.
Chisel tip draws broad, medi
-

Never forget another event
with this versatile dry-erase
board. Dry-erase message
board captures all your to-dos
and notes. Dry-erase surface
makes writing and cleanup less
of a chore. This durable board
is easy to install. Brushed

SAMSUNG 5.1
CHANNEL
SOUNDBAR SYSTEM

LOGITECH Z207
BLUETOOTH
COMPUTER SPEAKERS

FEATURES
“5.1 channel soundbar system
FEATURES acoustic beam
technology that mixes and
delivers the sound through a
set of precisely placed openings
so sound appears to come from
where the action is happening
on screen. Select one of the
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FEATURES

“Eco-friendly bulletin board
FEATURES cork made of
recycled material and a sleek,
reinforced aluminum frame.
Resilient cork surface is
self-healing, leaving no pin
-holes behind, and withstands
intensive use. Easily mount

FEATURES
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SANFORD EXPO
WHITEBOARD
CLEANER

FEATURES
“Bluetooth computer speakers
deliver rich stereo sound at
your desk. Stream audio wire
-lessly from up to two Bluetooth
devices or connect one device
via the 3.5mm input. EasySwitch
technology lets you
seamlessly switch between au
-

KENSINGTON HI-FI HEAD
-PHONES WITH MIC
FEATURES

MAXELL SOLID2 BLACK
HEAD-PHONES
FEATURES

“Hi-Fi headphones deliver
high-quality stereo sound for
a crisp, crystal-clear listening
experience that immerses you
with in-depth audio. Rotating
microphone is attached to a
boom-style arm that can be
positioned for optimal voice

Headphones offer superior
sound quality. In-line mic lets
you quickly take or make calls
when used with your mo
-bile phone. Flat-wire design
virtually eliminates tangles
for easy storage. Dual 3.5mm
inputs allow you to easily share

“SAMSUNG 32”” CLASS
M4500 HD TV”

SAMSUNG 4K UHD TV

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Enjoy high-definition, 720p
video with vivid and crisp
details with this 32”” LED TV.
Analyzing original content
with an advanced algorithm,
Ultra Clean View gives you
higher quality images with less
distortion. PurColor provides a

“4K UHD TV with built-in
Wi-Fi redefines your viewing
with colors that are vibrant and
pure for an incredibly realistic
experience. Its UHD resolution
provides four times the clarity
than Full HD to ensure every
frame is crystal-clear. And with

SAMSUNG LED FLAT 4K
HDR TV

SAMSUNG 4K CURVED
UHD
BLU-RAY PLAYER

FEATURES
“4K UHD TV provides four
times the resolution of Full HD
and upscales non-4K content
to 4K for a truly unbelievable
experience. PurColor creates
a wider spectrum of realistic
colors that are fine-tuned to
create an incredibly vibrant

FEATURES
“UHD Blu-ray player offers
amazing picture quality and
more ways to enjoy your
content. With high dynamic
range (HDR) content, scenes
burst with vivid color, stun
-ning contrast and deep detail.
And with an expanded color
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WAREHOUSE FURNISHINGS
FELLOWES DOUBLEBASKET WIRE MAIL CART
FEATURES

“Use this mobile mail cart to
sort and deliver all your mail
- big or small. The top basket
can accommodate letter-size
and legal-size hanging folders.
Sturdy bottom basket is perfect
for larger packages and bulk
goods. Wire mail cart is made

SAFCO 3-SHELF WIRE
UTILITY CART

RUBBERMAID COMM.
1250LB CAP. STD DUTY
TILT TRUCK
FEATURES

“Strong, three-shelf, wire util
-ity cart transports and stores
material safely and efficiently.
Each shelf holds 200 lb. for an
overall weight capacity of 600
lb. Shelf clearance is 12”” high.
Cart rolls smoothly on four
swivel, 3”” nylon casters (two

“This standard-duty tilt truck
handles heavy loads with ease,
offering a 1 cubic yard/1,250 lb.
capacity. It is perfect for gen
-eral waste collection. Smooth
surface is easy to clean and
resists pitting and corroding.
Durable tilt truck fits through

“HIRSH IND. 3,200
LB CAPACI-TY IRON
HORSE SHELVING”

LOUISVILLE LADDERS 8
FT FIBER-GLASS STEP
LADDER

FEATURES
“Iron Horse Shelving FEATURES
a rugged, boltless design for
easy assembly and professional
appearance. Each unit holds
a total capacity of 3,200 lb.
of evenly distributed weight.
Black laminated shelves are
water-resistant and supported
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FEATURES

“Wire mail cart holds 75
letter-size or legal-size hang
-ing folders (sold separately).
Design FEATURES a contoured
raised handle for easy steer
-ing, front swivel casters and
smooth-gliding rear wheels.
Bottom shelf holds bulk mail

FEATURES
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LORELL WIRE MOBILE
MAIL CART

FEATURES
“8’ fiberglass step ladder with
a 300 lb. load capacity helps
you access out-of-reach areas.
SHOX impact-absorption
system provides better protec
-tion against damaging delicate
floors. DaBoot technology with
a nonmarring tread is mechan-

LOUISVILLE LADDERS
4-STEP STEEL
WAREHOUSE LADDER
FEATURES

LOUISVILLE LADDERS 3’
STEEL STEP
FEATURES

“Four-step ladder FEATURES a
heavy-duty, steel construction
to safely support up to 450
lb. Included handrails and
guardrail offer extra stability
when climbing. Nonmarring,
spring-loaded casters allow
easy transportation to various

Three-step stool with a 225
lb. load capacity FEATURES a
foldable design for easy storage
between uses. Large top step
provides a wide surface area to
ensure stable feet placement.
Slip-resistant feet increase the
amount of friction on smooth

SAFCO DOUBLE-TIER
TWO-TONE 3-WIDE
LOCKERS W/ LEGS

TENNSCO SINGLE TIER
THREE WIDE LOCKERS
W/ LEGS

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Double-tier, two-tone lockers
feature legs, ventilation slits,
and a strong, one-piece design
with heavy-gauge, all-steel con
-struction. Use as a stand-alone
or link with other lockers.
Set of lockers include three
compartments on each tier.

“Durable, single-tier lockers
with legs are made of heavygauge steel with
tamperproof hinges. Legs raise lockers off
the floor to protect contents
from moisture and other
elements. Each compartment
measures 12”” wide x 18””

GENUINE JOE 3 PIECE
LOCKING PLIER SET

BOSTITCH STANLEY
POWERLOCK TAPE
RULE

FEATURES
“Locking plier set includes a
variety of pliers for everyday
fixes and emergencies. Set
includes 6-1/2”” long-nose
pliers, 7”” curved pliers and
10”” curved pliers. Heat-treat
-ed carbon steel tools come in
a plastic case that has been

FEATURES
“PowerLock 25’ Tape Measure
FEATURES a 1”” wide, My
-lar-protected blade with a 7’
standout. Heat-treated spring
stands up to repeated use.
16”” and 19-1/5”” stud center
markings simplify framing
jobs. Secure blade lock doesn’t
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GREAT NECK SAW MINOR
REPAIR TOOL BOX
FEATURES

“Strong plastic cabinet orga
-nizes and protects your small
supplies and other compo
-nents. Cabinets stack securely
and can also be wall-mount
-ed with keyhole slots. This
stackable cabinet includes 16
small dividable drawers to

AKRO-MILS HEAVY-DUTY
STACKABLE STORAGE
BINS

BOSTITCH STANLEY
SERIES 2000 TOOL BOX
FEATURES

“Control inventories, shorten
assembly times and minimize
part-handling with this Su
-per-Size AkroBin. Heavy-du
-ty bins securely stack atop
each other or sit on shelving.
Molded of high-density,
industrial-grade polymer, they

“Heavy-duty tool box FEA
-TURES two organizers in the
lid for small parts accessibility
without opening the tool box.
High-impact lightweight com
-posite construction and nick
-el-plated metal latches provide
added durability. Soft, wide

GREAT NECK SAW 4.8V
CORDLESS SCREWDRIVER

GREAT NECK SAW
STIFF BLADE PUT-TY
KNIFE

FEATURES
“4.8-volt, cordless screwdriver
FEATURES an LED battery indi
-cator so you always know when
to recharge. 200 RPM speed
offers powerful performance to
get the job done on time. LED
light illuminates your work for
additional safety. Screwdriver
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FEATURES

“Tool box set includes the essential
items needed to fix minor repairs
around your home or office.
Durable plastic case securely holds
tools in an easy-to-access design.
Tool set includes metric sockets,
ratchet, hex keys, ratcheting screw
-driver, spring clamps, hammer,
torpedo level, tape measure, pliers
and more.”

FEATURES
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AKRO-MILS 16-DRAWER
PLASTIC STORAGE
CABINET

FEATURES
“Putty knife FEATURES a stiff,
1-1/4”” blade that efficiently
smooths putty. High carbon
steel blade is strong and dura
-ble. The molded plastic handle
does not absorb grease or oil.
Grommet hole offers a con
-venient way to store the knife

WRITING UTENSILS
AVERY HI-LITER DESK
STYLE
HIGHLIGHTERS
FEATURES

SANFORD SHARPIE
ACCENT VISIBLE INK
HIGHLIGHTERS
FEATURES

“The original highlighter offers
vibrant read-through colors
and a molded chisel tip to
highlight or underline. Durable
plastic tip for smooth high
-lighting - won’t fray or mush.
Improved formula allows you
to leave the cap off for up to

“Pen-style highlighters offer
a versatile loop that ensures
you’ll never lose your high
-lighter. Easily attach to threering binders,
planners, bags
and more. Visible ink supply
alerts you before you run out
of ink. Pigmented, fluorescent

SANFORD EXPO BOLD
COLOR DRYERASE
MARKERS

SANFORD SHARPIE
BRUSH TIP PERMANENT
MARKERS

FEATURES

FEATURES

“Dry-erase markers contain
specially formulated low-odor,
dry-erase ink. They are perfect
for classrooms, small offices
and homes. Use on white
-boards, glass and nonporous
surfaces. Erase cleanly and eas
-ily with a dry cloth or eraser.

“Sharpie Brush Tip Permanent
Markers let you create fine
lines, bold strokes and shading
all with a single marker. The
brush tip lets you easily control
the width of your lines - thick
or thin - with the pressure of
your hand. Markers make your

CHARLES LEONARD
MAGNETIC WHITEBOARD
ERASER

PILOT G2 PEN STYLUS

FEATURES
“Whiteboard eraser FEATURES
a sleek, space-saving design
that allows you to conveniently
store two dry-erase markers.
Magnets hold the eraser se
-curely to all magnetic surfaces.
Eraser efficiently removes
markings from all dry-erase

FEATURES
Two-in-one pen offers both
a pen and stylus to keep you
working efficiently throughout
your day. Ultra-smooth gel for
-mula offers fluid and long-last
-ing writing. High-performance
stylus delivers incredible touch
accuracy for effortless naviga
-
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BIC CLEAR CLIC WIDE
BODY/VELOCITY PEN
REFILLS
FEATURES

“Super Hi-Polymer Lead Refills
produce crisp lines of consis
-tent darkness, smoothness and
density in mechanical pencils.
Each super-strong lead writes
as far as an entire wooden pen
-cil and produces a dark line. A
12-piece tube is equivalent to

PENCIL GRIP SOFT
FOAM GRIPS

BIC .7MM
MECHANICAL PENCILS
W/LEAD
FEATURES

“Pencil grips feature an easy-to-in
-stall design for quick use with any
writing instrument. Soft foam material
provides more surface area to enhance
your grip when writing. Vibrant color
makes writing fun for young learners
and keeps them motivated through
each lesson. Primary colors include
blue, green, red, yellow and purple.”

“Each mechanical pencil offers
the write-out of 2.5 wood-case
pencils. Design includes a top
advance. Each mechanical pen
-cil includes three full-length,
No. 2 leads.

PAPER MATE
SHARPWRITER
MECHANICAL PENCIL

DIXON MY FIRST
TICONDEROGA PENCIL
W/ERASER

FEATURES
Unique twist-to-advance mecha
-nism makes the Sharpwriter No. 2
Mechanical Pencil simple to use. This
pencil never needs sharpening. Use
the simple twist action to advance
and retract lead. Shock-absorbing
cushion tip adjusts to writing pressure
to reduce lead breakage. Nonrefillable
mechanical pencil offers a convenient
pocket clip to attach to pockets and
notebooks.
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FEATURES

“Ballpoint refills deliver
smooth writing for the Bic
Clear Clic Pen, Ecolutions
Reaction, AI, XXL, Pro Plus,
Wide Body and Velocity pens
with medium point.”

FEATURES
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PENTEL SUPER HIPOLYMER LEADS

FEATURES
“Beginner No. 2 pencil offers a larger
diameter (13/32””), latex-free eraser and
smooth outer casing made of premium
wood. The barrel is easy for little hands to
hold. PMA certified nontoxic pencil also
FEATURES Microban antimicrobial pro
-tection that lasts the lifetime of the prod
-uct. Built-in antimicrobial protection con
-tinuously fights the growth of microbes,
such as stain-causing, odor-causing

“STRIDE, INC. SLIDER
BASIC M VIS-COGLIDE
BALLPT PEN
FEATURES

CROSS BAILEY
COLLECTION EXECSTYLE BALLPOINT PEN
FEATURES

“Ballpoint pen provides a smooth
writing experience offered by the
revolutionary Viscoglide technolo
-gy. The perfect balance of the new
fluid ink and special tip offers in
-stant ink flow. Slim, sporty design
FEATURES a rubber grip zone for
a firm hold. Quick-drying ink is
long-lasting and does not dry up if
the cap is left off.”

“Executive-style ballpoint pen of
the sophisticated Bailey collection
delivers executive quality at an
exceptional value. The deep-cut
engraving and rich lacquer finish
exhibit classic styling that is ideal
for corporate giving. Exclusive
Gel Ink Rollerball formula flows
flawlessly for a smooth writing
experience. Design also FEA
-TURES chrome accents, a multigroove
center ring, rounded top
and a clip on the barrel to secure

AVERY E-GEL
RETRACTABLE
PENS

INTEGRA RETRACTABLE
0.7MM GEL
FEATURES

FEATURES

“Retractable gel pen offers the smooth
writing of a rollerball with the per
-formance of a ballpoint. Contoured
comfort grip reduces writing fatigue.
Ultra-smooth gel ink is acid-free,
water-resistant and fade-resistant. Ink
color matches grip. Medium point.
Nonrefillable.”

“Retractable Gel Ink Pen de
-livers a smooth and effortless
writing experience with its
permanent, water-resistant
gel ink. Design FEATURES
a comfortable rubber grip,
tough metal ball tip (medium
point) and clear barrel. Gel
pen is nonrefillable.”

“STRIDE, INC.
SCHNEIDER ONE BUSINESS ROLLERBALL PE

MMF INDUSTRIES
SECURITY COUNT-ER
KABLE PEN SET

FEATURES
“Rollerball pen with waterproof ink
FEATURES an ultra-smooth tip to
provide a relaxed, comfortable writing
experience. Super-Flow-System deliv
-ers a consistent flow of ink from start
to finish for legible handwriting. Large
ink reservoir has a level indicator to
allow you to monitor your ink supply
and prevent unexpected depletion.
Cap-off ink does not run dry even if

FEATURES
“Ergonomic pen is designed to
deter theft, resist tampering, and
stand up to daily abuse. Flexi
-ble, 23”” nylon-coated aircraft
cable secures pen to base. Sturdy,
aluminum base mounts easily with
double-backed adhesive or with
a hidden screw. Unique locking
feature discourages dismantling
yet easily unlocks to change refill.
Pen uses MMF Industries Jumbo
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